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Administration | Column

Why You Might Want to Start Examining Energy Prices Now

By Alex paciga
Communication Specialist, appi energy
Timing is everything in the electricity market. With
detailed market information it is possible to lock
in an electricity supply contract at more favorable
rates than would be achieved by simply renewing or
examining prices shortly before a current agreement
expires. Despite this, the expiration of an energy supply
contract is what inf luences many businesses to start
looking at their contract. That’s no surprise; constantly
monitoring the market is time-consuming and requires
either sufficient experience or further investment in the
knowledge required to make an informed judgement.
One indicator that it may be a good time to examine
renewal prices for an energy supply contract (even
one that is two years out from expiring) is to monitor
the forward pricing market. As electricity is, like
most energy sources, a commodity it is capable of
being bought, sold, and traded on a marketplace. By
monitoring the forward prices (prices for electricity
that are sold at an agreed upon price, but delivered at
a future date), we can determine how the prices for a

contract in a given energy market are trending today,
even though that contract will not start until a future
point. Or, put simply, the price for a September 2020
contract may be more favorable in October of 2018 than
it would be in August of 2020.
At APPI Energy, we examine the trends of the
forward and futures markets, and compare them to
their historic lows. By doing this, we’re able to create a
more informed view of when it is truly the right time
to start examining renewal pricing. We utilize that
data to provide our clients with solid recommendations
about when to lock-in an energy supply contract, and
which contract term length is most favorable to their
circumstances.
Given that forward prices today are looking largely
favorable in many parts of the U.S., it’s likely that a
customer with an electricity supply contract may benefit
from examining energy supply pricing today. There’s
multiple benefits to this strategy. If a business finds a
discounted rate for their renewal pricing, they can take
advantage of that right away and lock-in to a contract
that they feel won’t subject them to much risk. Even if a
business does not find opportunity in the process, they
still have multiple opportunities during their contract’s
term to request updated pricing without incurring risk
or expenses.
For more information about the opportunities
afforded by forward pricing and how APPI Energy can
help your business secure quotes from multiple vetted
energy suppliers, please contact APPI Energy at 800520-6685, or visit our website www.appienergy.com. S
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TRAINING SCHEDULE
January 2019

Date

Course

Contact
Hours

W/WW/
Both

County

Instructor

Member

NonMember

1/8/19

#3596 The Activated Sludge Process

6

WW

Washington

M. Gerardi

$195

$230

1/9/19

#3562/3245 Microbiology of Anaerobic Digesters/
Troubleshooting the SBR

6

WW

Clarion

M. Gerardi

$195

$230

1/15/19

#3596 The Activated Sludge Process

6

WW

Lancaster

M. Gerardi

$195

$230

1/15/19

#2952 Securing Drinking Water & Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

5

Both

Beaver

T. Carll

$115

$150

1/16/19

#887 Wastewater Operator Math

6

WW

Lackawanna

T. Goehring

$95

$130

1/16/19

#758 Public Water Systems Operator’s Tools &
Techniques

6

W

Bedford

W. Malehorn

$95

$130

1/17/19

#1836 System Maintenance

6

Both

Venango

G. Cowles

$95

$130

1/17/19

#3216 BNR - The Basics and Beyond

6

WW

Berks

M. Gregory

$95

$130

1/22/19

#246 Distribution Components and Disinfection

6

W

Schuylkill

Don Muir

$95

$130

1/22/19

#1330 Calculating Chemical Dosages for Water &
Wastewater Applications

6

Both

Fayette

J. Jordan

$95

$130

1/22/19

#2952 Securing Drinking Water & Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

5

Both

Dauphin

T. Carll

$115

$150

1/23/19

#722 Financial Management Basics for Small
Utilities

6

Both

Clearfield

C. Heister

$95

$130

1/23/19

#723 Regulation Insights

7

W

York

W. Malehorn

$95

$130

1/24/19

#1836 System Maintenance

6

Both

Cumberland

G. Cowles

$95

$130

1/24/19

#6113 Collection System Operations

5

WW

Lycoming

P. Giunta

$95

$130

1/29/19

#246 Distribution Components and Disinfection

6

W

Indiana

Don Muir

$95

$130

1/29/19

#2952 Securing Drinking Water & Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

5

Both

Blair

T. Carll

$115

$150

1/30/19

#887 Wastewater Operator Math

6

WW

Westmoreland

T. Goehring

$95

$130

1/30/19

#758 Public Water Systems Operator’s Tools &
Techniques

6

W

Centre

W. Malehorn

$95

$130

1/30/19

#6113 Collection System Operations

5

WW

Chester

P. Giunta

$95

$130

1/31/19

#3216 BNR - The Basics and Beyond

6

WW

Monroe

M. Gregory

$95

$130

Register for classes at: WWW.PRWA.COM/STORE
Classes are regularly updated on our website. Check here for the most up-to-date schedule!

Schedule is Subject to Change
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TRAINING SCHEDULE
February 2019

Date

Course

Contact
Hours

W/WW/
Both

County

Instructor

Member

NonMember

2/5/19

#3596 The Activated Sludge Process

6

WW

Snyder

M. Gerardi

$195

$230

2/6/19

#3562/3245 Microbiology of Anaerobic Digesters/
Troubleshooting the SBR

6

WW

Lehigh

M. Gerardi

$195

$230

2/12/19

#1330 Calculating Chemical Dosages for Water &
Wastewater Applications

6

Both

Clarion

J. Jordan

$95

$130

2/12/19

#3562/3245 Microbiology of Anaerobic Digesters/
Troubleshooting the SBR

6

WW

York

M. Gerardi

$195

$230

2/12/19

#6113 Collection System Operations

5

WW

Westmoreland

P. Giunta

$95

$130

2/12/19

#2952 Securing Drinking Water & Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

5

Both

Luzerne

T. Carll

$115

$150

2/13/19

#722 Financial Management Basics for Small
Utilities

6

Both

Bucks

C. Heister

$95

$130

2/13/19

#887 Wastewater Operator Math

6

WW

Bedford

T. Goehring

$95

$130

2/13/19

#758 Public Water Systems Operator’s Tools &
Techniques

6

W

Lancaster

W. Malehorn

$95

$130

2/20/19

#887 Wastewater Operator Math

6

WW

Schuylkill/
Carbon

T. Goehring

$95

$130

2/20/19

#723 Regulation Insights

7

W

Blair

W. Malehorn

$95

$130

2/20/19

#1836 System Maintenance

6

Both

Berks

G. Cowles

$95

$130

2/21/19

#3216 BNR - The Basics and Beyond

6

WW

Indiana

M. Gregory

$95

$130

2/21/19

#246 Distribution Components and Disinfection

6

W

Cumberland

Don Muir

$95

$130

2/21/19

#2952 Securing Drinking Water & Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

5

Both

Somerset

T. Carll

$115

$150

2/26/19

#1836 System Maintenance

6

Both

Beaver

G. Cowles

$95

$130

2/26/19

#6113 Collection System Operations

5

WW

Clearfield

P. Giunta

$95

$130

2/26/19

#2952 Securing Drinking Water & Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

5

Both

Mercer

T. Carll

$115

$150

2/27/19

#246 Distribution Components and Disinfection

6

W

Venango

Don Muir

$95

$130

2/27/19

#758 Public Water Systems Operator’s Tools &
Techniques

6

W

Armstrong

W. Malehorn

$95

$130

2/28/19

#6527 Flagger Training

3

Both

Lycoming

C. Shutt

$65

$100

2/28/19

#3216 BNR - The Basics and Beyond

6

WW

Centre

M. Gregory

$95

$130

Search: PaRuralWater to stay up to
date on all classes & events!
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TRAINING SCHEDULE
March 2019

Date

Course

Contact
Hours

W/WW/
Both

County

Instructor

Member

NonMember

3/5/19

#3596 The Activated Sludge Process

6

WW

Franklin

M. Gerardi

$195

$230

3/5/19

#2952 Securing Drinking Water & Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

5

Both

Erie

T. Carll

$115

$150

3/6/19

#3562/3245 Microbiology of Anaerobic Digesters/
Troubleshooting the SBR

6

WW

Cambria

M. Gerardi

$195

$230

3/12/19

#246 Distribution Components and Disinfection

6

W

Fayette

Don Muir

$95

$130

3/12/19

#3596 The Activated Sludge Process

6

WW

Luzerne

M. Gerardi

$195

$230

3/12/19

#6113 Collection System Operations

5

WW

Bedford

P. Giunta

$95

$130

3/13/19

#2952 Securing Drinking Water & Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

5

Both

Indiana

T. Carll

$115

$150

3/13/19

#887 Wastewater Operator Math

6

WW

York

T. Goehring

$95

$130

3/13/19

#723 Regulation Insights

7

W

Snyder

W. Malehorn

$95

$130

3/14/19

#6527 Flagger Training

3

Both

Armstrong

C. Shutt

$65

$100

3/14/19

#1836 System Maintenance

6

Both

Blair

G. Cowles

$95

$130

3/14/19

#3216 BNR - The Basics and Beyond

6

WW

Adams

M. Gregory

$95

$130

3/19/19

#6711 Common-Sense Practices of a Well Run
Water/Wastewater Facility

6

Both

Beaver

M. Harrington

$120

$155

3/19/19

#6113 Collection System Operations

5

WW

Northampton

P. Giunta

$95

$130

3/19/19

#2952 Securing Drinking Water & Wastewater
Treatment Facilities

5

Both

Montgomery

T. Carll

$115

$150

3/20/19

#6712 Sure-fire Ways to A Coliform “Hit” in Your
Water System…or Worse

6

W

Beaver

M. Harrington

$120

$155

3/20/19

#887 Wastewater Operator Math

6

WW

Clearfield

T. Goehring

$95

$130

3/20/19

#758 Public Water Systems Operator’s Tools &
Techniques

6

W

Schuylkill

W. Malehorn

$95

$130

3/21/19

#722 Financial Management Basics for Small
Utilities

6

Both

Dauphin

C. Heister

$95

$130

3/21/19

#1836 System Maintenance

6

Both

Lycoming

G. Cowles

$95

$130

3/21/19

#3216 BNR - The Basics and Beyond

6

WW

Venango

M. Gregory

$95

$130

Register for classes at: WWW.PRWA.COM/STORE
Classes are regularly updated on our website. Check here for the most up-to-date schedule!

Schedule is Subject to Change
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Roadblock for Privatization?
By Scott Wyland
In October 2018, the Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court
reversed the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission’s
approval of Aqua Pennsylvania Wastewater, Inc.’s application
for approval to buy the wastewater system assets of New
Garden Township and its Authority. This case has big
implications for publicly owned systems, as the PUC may
have new limits on its ability to approve similar purchases
with terms that make the deals financially attractive to buyers.

but remanded for more findings by the PUC on this point.
Review can now be sought before the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court, which can decline to accept review. Or the case will
return to the PUC, which should heed the Commonwealth
Court’s direction and take into account the apparent lack of
benefit to Aqua’s ratepayers for this underfunded purchase
and disapprove the application if none is shown.

This case is another obstacle for Aqua (and other investorowned utilities) to acquire systems owned by authorities and
municipalities in Pennsylvania. In the recent New Garden
case, a three-judge panel of the Commonwealth Court
reversed the PUC’s decision to approve the transaction.
Those who followed this case may remember that the PUC’s
Administrative Law Judge originally developed a thorough
factual record and found that by allowing Aqua to purchase
the New Garden systems for a relatively high price (to be fair
market value), while promising that user rates would be held
flat at first and capped for 5 years, other Aqua ratepayers
would likely have to pay more. Under this structure, the ALJ
concluded that Aqua could not show that its purchase of the
New Garden system would benefit Aqua’s existing ratepayers
– especially where Aqua did not prove that ratepayer revenue
was sufficient to pay the purchase price. In essence, it would
be unfair to Aqua’s existing customers for them to subsidize
Aqua’s purchase of the New Garden assets where those new
assets would not generate enough customer revenue to fund
the purchase on their own.

Simply, by approving the sale and then putting off
the consideration of the impact on rates to a later
rate base proceeding, the Commission cannot do the
balancing test required by Section 1102 of the Code
to weigh all the factors for and against the transaction,
including the impact on rates, to determine if there
is a substantial public benefit. It is in this proceeding
that the Commission is charged with deciding whether
the impact on rates based on the [Office of Consumer
Advocate’s] undisputed evidence was outweighed by
the other positive factors that the acquisition served
a substantial public benefit. Because it did not do so,
this matter is remanded to the Commission to make
that determination, including the propriety of the rate
restriction on New Garden ratepayers set forth in the
[Agreement].

The PUC, however, reversed the ALJ and approved the
purchase, but ordered Aqua to submit a cost of service study
with its next general rate case – pushing snow on the question
of who has to pay for Aqua’s decision to buy for a higher price
than can be supported through New Garden’s user rates. The
PUC would allow the purchase now but would require Aqua
to address the issue of who is paying for the cost of the New
Garden assets not covered by New Garden’s customers.
The Commonwealth Court has now reversed the PUC,
ruling in a 27-page opinion that the PUC must first deal with
the fact that rates from the New Garden customers could
not pay for the purchase price. The Commonwealth Court
recognized that other Aqua ratepayers would have to foot
the bill without receiving any benefit. The Commonwealth
Court reminded the PUC that the law “require[s] an applicant
not only show that no harm will come from the transaction
but also to establish that substantial affirmative benefits flow
to its ratepayers.” If there are no “substantial affirmative
benefits” to Aqua’s existing customers, the deal should be
disapproved. The Commonwealth Court reversed the PUC

The Commonwealth Court summarized:

In an interesting twist, the Commonwealth Court showed
concern that Aqua’s ratepayers may not have had the
opportunity to object to the deal. To remedy this due process
concern, the Commonwealth Court also required notice to
all customers of both systems. Will ratepayers now ask the
PUC to disapprove the deal because they receive no benefit
from the purchase and may actually be harmed of they have
to pay, in part, for Aqua’s purchase?
The Court here seemed concerned that if the customers of
the acquired system don’t pay enough in rates to cover the
high acquisition price, the other Aqua customers must pay. If
investor owned utilities want to pay a premium for municipal
systems, but ratepayers of neither the buyer nor the seller
can pay the premium, shareholders must foot the bill, which
largely if not completely negates the financial incentive to do
the deal. Does this case spell the end for the buying frenzy?
It may. S

Scott Wyland is chair of the litigation group
and managing shareholder of Salzmann Hughes,
P.C.’s Harrisburg office where he focuses
on stormwater and nutrient trading issues.
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Fall Legislative Session Wrap-Up

By Erik Ross
Associate, Millirion & Goodman Government Relations, Inc.
The 202nd Session of the Pennsylvania General Assembly
concluded on November 30, 2018. All bills that did not
become law cease to exist and must be reintroduced in the
new 203rd Legislative Session, which begins on Tuesday,
January 1, 2019.
The following is a summary of the legislation of interest
that made it across the finish line and into law:
Act 78 of 2018 – Banning the use of unmanned aerial vehicles
(drones) over critical infrastructure in Pennsylvania:
The drone industry has taken off in recent years and
today they are being used for everything from mapping to
farming. Drones offer new, better, and more cost-efficient
ways to address critical security and inspection issues. To
address this growing trend and to protect the public, State
Representative Jeff Pyle (R-Armstrong/Butler/Indiana)
worked with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to
craft legislation addressing unmanned aerial aircraft.
•

Act 78 of 2018i (House Bill 1346) amends Titles
18 (Crimes and Offenses) and 53 (Municipalities
Generally), providing for the offense of unlawful
use of an unmanned aircraft.
 The offense of unlawful use of an unmanned
aircraft occurs when a person intentionally or
knowingly uses such a craft to:
 Conduct surveillance of another person in
a private place;
 Operate the craft in a manner that places
others in reasonable fear of bodily injury;
or
 Deliver, provide, transmit or furnish
contraband to an inmate.
 It also exempts individuals who are engaged
in the performance of their official duties
– including utility or governmental agency
employees.
 Finally, it preempts and supersedes any
local ordinances regulating ownership
or operation of an unmanned aircraft.

Act 98 of 2018 – Recreational Use of Land and Water Act:
Commonly known as the Recreational Use of Land and
Water Act, Act 586ii of 1965 limits the legal liability for
landowners who open their land for public recreational
use at no charge. The goal is to provide an incentive for
landowners to allow their land to be used for recreational
purposes such as hunting, fishing, hiking and boating.
8
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Moreover, the current law limits landowner liability for
such activities as hunting and fishing, except in cases of
willful or malicious failure to guard or warn against a
dangerous condition, structure or activity on the property.
Therefore, state Representative Dan Moul (R-Adams)
sponsored legislation to encourage landowners to open
their land and water areas to the public for recreational
purposes such as hunting, fishing, hiking and boating.
Rep. Moul’s legislation further expands liability protections
for landowners when they allow free, public use of their
land for recreational activities undertaken for exercise,
education and pleasure, including snowmobiling, ATV and
motorcycle riding.
•

Act 98 of 2018iii (House Bill 544) amends Act 586 of
1965 (Recreational Use of Land and Water Act) by
adding language to limit the liability of landowners
to recreational users, persons or property, acts of
omission by landowners, and acts of omission by
recreational users.
 The act clarifies definitions, including the
following:
 “Land” refers to land, roads, water,
watercourses, private ways and buildings,
amenities, structures, boating access and
launch ramps, bridges, fishing piers, boat
docks, ramps, paths, paved or unpaved
trails, hunting blinds and areas providing
access to, or parking for, lands and waters,
including, but not limited to, access ramps,
trails or piers for use by recreational
users with disabilities, and machinery or
equipment when attached to the realty.
 “Recreational purpose” refers to any
activity undertaken or viewed for exercise,

Column | Administration



sport, education, recreation, relaxation or
pleasure and includes, but it not limited to,
any of the following, or any combination:
hunting, fishing, swimming, boating,
recreational
noncommercial
aircraft
operations or recreational noncommercial
ultralight operations on private airstrips,
camping, picnicking, hiking, pleasure
driving, snowmobiling, all-terrain vehicle
and motorcycle riding, nature study, water
skiing, water sports, cave exploration
and viewing or enjoying historical,
archaeological, scenic or scientific sites.
“Charge” refers to the admission price or fee
asked in return for invitation or permission
to enter or go upon the land. The term does
not include voluntary contributions, inkind contributions or contributions made
to an owner of real property that are not
retained by the owner of the real property
and are used by the owner of the real
property exclusively for one or more of the
following purposes:
▶▶ Conserving or maintaining the land;
▶▶ Paying taxes on the real property; or




▶▶ Paying for liability insurance on the
real property.
“Recreational user” refers to a person
who enters or uses land for a recreational
purpose.
It is important to note that an additional
section added to the bill mandates courts
to award attorney fees and direct legal
costs to a landowner, lessee, manager,
easement holder or an occupant who is
found not to be liable for an injury to a
person or property pursuant to the law.

Act 120 of 2018 – Replacement of Customer-owned Lead
Water Service Lines and Damaged Wastewater Laterals:
On December 15, 2015, the National Drinking
Water Advisory Council recommended that the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) revise the Lead
and Copper Rule (LCR) regulations to require complete
replacement of both the utility and customer segments
of service connections that contain lead. Replacing the
customer’s lead service pipes when the corresponding
mains and service lines are replaced will eliminate a
potential source of lead exposure to the customer.
Moreover, in 2016, the American Water Works Association
(AWWA) announced its support for the complete removal
of all lead service lines. Complete replacement of lead
service lines is the only way to fully eliminate the threat of
lead leaching into a drinking water system.
Therefore, the Pennsylvania General Assembly adopted
Act 44 of 2017iv which amended Title 53 (Municipalities
Generally) to provide for the expenditure of public funds
for the repair of private lateral sewer and water lines.
Specifically, it added definitions for “private sewer lateral”
and “private water lateral” and placed the repair of private
sewer and water lines within the scope of projects that
municipal authorities are authorized to carry out.
However, the law was not similarly changed to allow
Pennsylvania’s
investor-owned
or
PUC-regulated
systems to replace customer-owned lead water service
lines or damaged wastewater laterals. To address this,
state Representative Alexander Charlton (R-Delaware)
sponsored legislation to do so.
•

Act 120 of 2018v (House Bill 2075) amends Title
66 (Public Utilities), adding a new provision to
Section 1311 providing that the value of property
of a public utility providing water or wastewater
service shall include costs incurred by the utility to
replace customer-owned lead water service lines or
customer-owned damaged wastewater laterals.
Continued on Next Page
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Act 156 of 2018 Executive Session to Discuss Security
Measurers:
As more security measures come in place, many
municipalities and school districts in Pennsylvania struggle
with the fact that, while they are trying to better protect
those in their care, they are also subject to publicizing just
how they plan to respond and where, if any, their plan is
weakest.
Over half of the states in our nation already have measures
in place which allow for security and safety matters to be
discussed in Executive Session.
In Pennsylvania, Act 156 of 2006vi limits the public
disclosure of confidential security information relating to
public utilities, including municipal or authority systems,
to protect such facilities against sabotage or criminal or
terrorist acts. Moreover, Act 156 establishes a process for
public utilities to submit confidential security information
with agencies; procedures for challenging a confidential
designation; procedures for protecting confidential
security information; redaction of confidential security
information; prohibition against disclosure of confidential
security information; and provides for penalties. However,
state agencies seem reluctant to discuss projects/issues with
other state agencies if confidential security information is
involved.
Therefore, in addition to providing a common-sense
approach to help our municipalities and school districts, as
well as our first responders, state Senator Tommy Tomlinson
(R-Bucks) sponsored legislation allowing state agencies
like the Public Utility Commission and Department of
Environmental Protection to meet in executive session.
•

Act 156 of 2018vii (Senate Bill 1078) amends Title
65 (Public Officers), in open meetings, further
providing for executive sessions.
 Under this act, agencies across the
Commonwealth, including state and local
governments, school districts and state-related
colleges, may hold executive sessions to discuss
security matters.
 Specifically, executive session may be held to
discuss, plan or review matters and records
that are deemed necessary for emergency
preparedness, protection of public safety
and security of property that, if disclosed,
may jeopardize or threaten public safety.

What was left undone?
The following are some of the bills of interest that didn’t
make across the finish line and will need to be reintroduced
in January:
10
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Critical Infrastructure Protection Act (CIPA):
Title 18 (Crimes and Offenses) § 3503 – prescribes penalties
for several types of “criminal trespass,” but it fails to
differentiate between trespass on everyday “buildings and
occupied structures” and trespass on “critical infrastructure
facilities” which keep our economy running and ensure
public health & safety. Therefore, Senator Mike Regan
(R-Cumberland/York) introduced legislation to enhance
penalties for criminal trespass on “critical infrastructure
facilities.”
•

Senate Bill 652viii (Regan-R) amends Title 18 (Crimes
and Offenses), further providing for the offense
of criminal infrastructure vandalism and further
providing for the offense of criminal trespass.
 A person commits the offense of critical
infrastructure vandalism if the person
intentionally or recklessly damages, destroys,
vandalizes, defaces or tampers with equipment
in a critical infrastructure facility.
 The offense of “criminal trespass” is expanded
to instances when a person does any of the
following:
 Enters property containing a critical
infrastructure facility with the intent
to willfully damage, destroy, vandalize,
deface, tamper with equipment or impede
or inhibit operations of the facility.
 Conspires with another person to commit
a prohibited act.
 Status:
Passed Senate, 28-20, 5/23/2018
– In House Environmental Resources &
Energy, 6/13/2018 – Reported, as amended,
9/25/2018 – 1st Consideration, 9/25/2018 –
This legislation must be reintroduced in 2019.

Title 35 (Health & Safety) Re-write:
Title 35 (Health & Safety) has not been updated since 1996
and does not reflect the lessons learned from September 11,
2001; Hurricanes Katrina, Irene, and Sandy; the Valentine’s
Day snowstorm; and other natural and manmade
disasters. Therefore, legislation rewriting the Emergency
Management Sections of Title 35 was introduced by
Senator Randy Vulakovich (R-Allegheny) to enhance
Pennsylvania’s ability to prevent, prepare for, respond to,
and recover from natural and manmade disasters.
By overhauling Title 35, Pennsylvania law will formally
acknowledge the Regional Counter-Terrorism Task Forces;
improve the coordination of disaster preparedness and
emergency management endeavors; along with other
changes designed to keep pace with technology and newly
emerging global threats.

Column | Administration
In addition, Title 35 needs updated to provide liability
protections for Pennsylvania’s Water/Wastewater Agency
Response Network (PaWARN), which is a statewide
Water/Wastewater Agency Response Network (WARN) of
“utilities helping utilities” to prepare for the next natural or
human-caused emergency.
•

Senate Bill 1019ix (Vulakovich-R) amends Title
35 (Health and Safety) rewriting the emergency
management sections.
 Under Senate Bill 1019, liability protections
would be afforded to public utilities or PaWARN
itself when temporarily deployed by the
Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency
(PEMA) to assist non-PaWARN members. It
should be noted that liability protections for
“Member to Member” assistance (no PEMA
deployment necessary) are already covered as
part of the WARN agreement/contract.
 Status: Senate Veterans Affairs & Emergency
Preparedness, 1/17/2018 – Public Hearing,
1/22/2018 & 1/29/2018 – Reported, as
amended, 6/13/2018 – 1st Consideration,
6/13/2018 – 2nd Consideration, 6/20/2018 – ReReferred to Senate Appropriations, 6/20/2018 –
This legislation must be reintroduced in 2019.

Please be assured that we will keep you apprised of these
issues and others as they come before the Pennsylvania
General Assembly in the new Legislative Session. S
Act 78 of 2018: http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/billInfo/billInfo.
cfm?sYear=2017&sInd=0&body=h&type=b&bn=1346

i

Act 586 of 1965: http://www.legis.state.pa.us/CFDOCS/LEGIS/
LI/uconsCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&yr=1965&sessInd=0&smthLwInd=0&act=0586.

ii

Act 98 of 2018: https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/billInfo/billInfo.
cfm?sYear=2017&sInd=0&body=h&type=b&bn=544

iii

iv
Act 44 of 2017: http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/li/uconsCheck.cfm?yr=2017&sessInd=0&act=44
v
Act 120 of 2018: https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/billInfo/billInfo.
cfm?sYear=2017&sInd=0&body=h&type=b&bn=2075
vi
Act 156 of 2006: http://www.legis.state.pa.us/CFDOCS/LEGIS/
LI/uconsCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&yr=2006&sessInd=0&smthLwInd=0&act=0156.

Act 156 of 2018: https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/billInfo/billInfo.
cfm?sYear=2017&sInd=0&body=s&type=b&bn=1078
vii

Senate Bill 652: https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/billInfo/billInfo.
cfm?sYear=2017&sInd=0&body=s&type=b&bn=652
viii

Senate Bill 1019: https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/billInfo/billInfo.
cfm?sYear=2017&sInd=0&body=s&type=b&bn=1019

ix

Copies of the bills can be obtained at www.legis.state.pa.us
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Wastewater | Technical
Biological Odor Production & Control at Wastewater Plants
By Michael Gerardi

Editor’s Note: This is Part 3 in a series on Odors.

Part 3: Monitoring
The occurrence of odor production and possible corrosion problems can be detected with the selection of appropriate
sampling locations and tests. Testing also can characterize the severity of odor production and if operational control
measures are working. However, it is also necessary to select acceptable goals that can be used to achieve odor control.
Odors can occur anywhere in a sewer system or wastewater treatment plant wherever an anaerobic condition, soluble
substrate, and sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) and fermentative bacteria are present. Most odors usually occur at sites that
lack appropriate inspection and cleaning.
Locations where odor production may occur in sewer systems include: 1) flat sewers, 2) sharp bends in sewers, 3)
broken sewers, 4) areas of high turbulence, 5) lift stations, and 6) force mains. Locations where odor production may
occur at treatment plants include nearly all reactors and holding tanks (Table 1). Where odor or corrosion problem exists
a monitoring program should be implemented to characterize the severity of the problem.
Table 1
Locations at Treatment Plants Where Odor Production May Occur
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Tank or Unit

Odor Production Concern

Headworks

Release of sewer odors as wastewater enters the plant

Screens

Organic debris on screens
Fats, oils, and grease on screens

Comminutors

Fats, oils, and grease on comminutors

Grit chamber

Debris coating grit
Grit storage units
Odors released during cleaning operations

Wet well

Release of sewer odors as wastewater enters the wet well
Release of sewer odors during draw down of wastewater

Pre-aeration tank

Release of sewer odors as wastewater enters the tank
Stripping of odors through aeration of the tank

Primary clarifier

Accumulation of scum
Anaerobic condition in sludge blanket
Cascading of effluent over weirs
Slime growth on effluent weirs

Aeration tank

Development of sludge deposits
Poor mixing action
Production of bioaerosols
Volatilization of organic compounds

Trickling filter

Over-loaded
Production of bioaerosols
Sloughing of biofilm

Secondary clarifier

Accumulation of scum
Anaerobic condition in sludge blanket
Cascading of effluent over weirs
Slime growth on effluent weirs

Chlorine contact tank

Odors released during cleaning operations

Anaerobic digester

Improperly operating digester
Odors released from annular space
Poorly operating gas burner

Sludge

Filtrate concentrated in ammonia, sulfide, or mercaptans
Release of trimethyl amine from polymer

Lagoon

Odor production by living algae and decaying algae
Spring breakup of ice thaw
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Sampling locations in sewer systems may include at
upstream and downstream manholes or lift stations.
Sampling locations at treatment plants may include
upstream and downstream tanks or the influent and
effluent ends of a treatment tank. Acceptable odor control
may be obtained and maintained by achieving desired
concentrations of sulfide in wastewater in the sewer system
and at the headworks of the treatment plant and desired
hydrogen sulfide concentration escaping from manholes
(Table 2). These concentrations or goals for odor control
may be increased or decreased depending on the nature and
severity of the odor problem.
Table 2
Suggested Goals for Odor Control
Keep sulfide concentration throughout the sewer system
< 1.0 mg/L.
Keep sulfide concentration at the headworks of the
treatment plant < 0.5 mg/L.

There are several tests that may be used for monitoring
odor production and control. Trending of test values
obtained is important in odor monitoring and should be
started early. Early detection of increasing or decreasing
trend of values can be quickly detected to determine
when odor problems may occur. In addition to tests, an
important parameter that can be monitored to determine
the occurrence of odor production is pounds of sulfide
produced per day. Monitoring tests include:
•

Alkalinity

•

Ammonia

•

Chemical oxygen demand (COD)

•

Dissolved oxygen

•

Dissolved sulfide

•

Dissolved total sulfide

•

Hydrogen sulfide in the sewer system atmosphere

•

Oxidation-reduction potential (ORP)

•

Oxygen uptake rate

•

pH

•

Sulfate

•

Temperature of the atmosphere

•

Temperature of the wastewater

Because the collection of samples or inspection of problem
sites can be hazardous, operators should be familiar with
the hazards of confined space entry and appropriate safety
measures when working in confined spaces.

Monitoring Tests
Alkalinity
A significant change in alkalinity may be due to odor
production. Sulfate reduction by sulfate-reducing bacteria
(SRB) to degrade soluble cBOD results in the production of
alkalinity. However, the destruction of alkalinity occurs in
the presence of acids produced by acid-producing bacteria
through fermentation. Sulfate reduction and fermentation
typically occur together.
Ammonia
Hydrolysis of urea, deamination, and ammonification of
amino acids result in the production of reduced nitrogen
(ammonia and ammonium, NH3/NH4+, respectively)
With increasing reduced nitrogen production and resulting
elevated pH (> 9.4) the production of NH3 is favored.
Chemical oxygen demand (COD)
When odor production occurs soluble cBOD is degraded
resulting in a reduction in the loading (pounds) of substrate
present. Therefore, a reduction in cBOD between manholes
or across non-aerated treatment tanks is an indicator of
odor production. Because the cBOD test does not provide
a rapid assessment of the substrate present or degraded,
chemical oxygen demand (COD) testing may be used in
lieu of cBOD testing.
Dissolved oxygen
The presence of dissolved oxygen inhibits sulfate
reduction and fermentation, and consequently odor
production. Therefore, monitoring dissolved oxygen
provides an indicator of the presence or absence of an
anaerobic condition and the production of odor. However,
odor production may occur in the presence of a residual
concentration of dissolved oxygen, if an oxygen gradient
exists. An oxygen gradient exists when the thickness of the
biofilm or sediment prevents the penetration of dissolved
oxygen throughout the solids.
Dissolved sulfide (HS-)
Because dissolved sulfide can be converted to hydrogen
sulfide at low pH values (< 7.0), a measurement of the
quantity of sulfide provides an indicator of odor production,
especially if the quantity of sulfide present increases from
sulfate reduction.
Total dissolved sulfide
Total dissolved sulfide testing includes the quantity of
dissolved hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and sulfide (HS-). An
increase in dissolved total sulfide is an indicator of a more
septic or anaerobic condition and the potential for increased
odor production. For the wastewater testing, special sample
bottles must be used to preserve the dissolved sulfide.
WINTER 2018
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Hydrogen sulfide in the sewer system atmosphere
An increase in hydrogen sulfide gas in the sewer system as measured in ppm is an indicator of an increase in sulfide
formation and a decrease in pH. A decrease in pH is the result of fermentation. With decreasing pH, sulfide is converted
to dissolved or aqueous hydrogen sulfide and then gaseous hydrogen sulfide. For atmospheric testing, ‘bag’ sampling is
commonly used for complete spectrum analysis that quantifies the hydrogen sulfide concentration.
Oxidation-reduction potential
Oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) provides a millivolt (mV) value that is reflective of the bacterial activity occurring
in the wastewater (Table 3). Increasing ORP values reflect an increasing oxidized condition and less odor production, while
decreasing ORP values reflect an increasing reduced condition and more odor production. ORP values > -50 mV typically
reflect bacterial activity using dissolved oxygen or nitrate. When dissolved oxygen or nitrate is used for the degradation of
substrate no odor is produced. ORP values < -50 mV reflect microbial activity such as sulfide formation or fermentation.
Table 3
Oxidation-reduction Potential and Bacterial Activity
Bacterial Activity

ORP (mV)

Sulfide formation

- 50 to – 250

Fermentation

- 100 to - 225

Oxygen uptake rate
An increase in dissolved oxygen uptake rate (OUR) (mg/L/minute) represents the following operational conditions: 1)
increase in bacterial activity and 2) presence of readily degradable, soluble cBOD. These conditions favor the development
of an anaerobic condition and odor production.
pH
Changes in pH in the sewer system or reactors and holding tanks at treatment plants are influenced by microbial activity,
industrial wastewater, and chemicals added. As pH decreases (< 7.0) through fermentation, gaseous hydrogen sulfide
is produced and volatile organic compounds (VOC) are released. As pH increase (> 9.4) through industrial discharge
or chemical addition, ammonium is converted to ammonia. At elevated pH, ammonia is released to the atmosphere.
Therefore, changes in pH are reflective of conditions that favor the production and release of odors.
Odor perception and measurement
Odor perception is a primal sense. Humans have a good sense of smell and can distinguish a large diversity of odors.
Offensive odors that are familiar to wastewater operators include: ammonia/fishy, dead animal/putrid, earthy/musty/
moldy, fecal, rancid, and sulfur/cabbage/garlic (Table 4).
Table 4
Common Odors Recognized by Wastewater Operators
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Odor

Example

Ammonia/fishy

Ammonia
Dimethyl amine
Methyl amine
Trimethyl amine

Dead animal/putrid

Cadaverine
Putresine

Fecal

Indole
Skatole

Rancid

Acetic acid
Butyric acid
Propionic acid

Sulfur/cabbage/garlic

Ally mercaptan
Dimethyl sulfide
Hydrogen sulfide
Methyl mercaptan
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Odor intensity is the perceived strength of the odor. It is used to locate the source of the odor and odor nuisance. The
intensity of an odor can subjectively evaluated using a simplistic numerical scale (Table 5).
Table 5
Simplistic Numerical Scale for Evaluating the Intensity of an Odor
Numerical Value

Description

0

No odor

1

Weak

2

Strong

3

Intolerable

Although the human nose is a sensitive detection instrument for many odorous inorganic and organic compounds,
there are many compounds that cannot be detected by the human nose. Most odorous compounds are not toxic at the
concentrations (threshold value) at which they can be detected by the human nose (Table 6). However, many odorous and
odorless compounds can be monitored with portable detectors.
Table 6
Recognition or Perceptible Threshold Values of Some Odorous Compounds
Compound

Formula

Threshold Value, ppm

Ammonia

NH3

37

Chlorine

Cl2

0.3

Dimethyl sulfide

(CH3)2S

0.0001

Ethyl mercaptan

CH3CH2SH

0.00002

Hydrogen sulfide

H2S

0.0005

Methyl mercaptan

CH3SH

0.001

Phenol

C6H9OH

0.6

Skatole

C9H9N

0.02

If the odor of the air is to be estimated, the odorous air must be sampled. The odorous air may be sampled may by
capturing the air in an empty container or special cartridge that is filled with activated carbon or other adsorbent material.
The threshold value of the minimum quantity of odor that can be detected can be analyzed by gas chromatograph (GC).
An estimate of the threshold value of the odor can be measured with an olfactometer. The meter has a small chamber of
clean, odor-free air that can be smelled by a human nose. The odorous air is then introduced in measured volumes into the
clean air chamber, and the human nose smells the mixture until a threshold is detected. The number of dilutions needed
to reach the threshold is known as the odor number.
The measurement of the threshold value of odorous compounds is typically carried out using a sensory method in
which a panel of human subjects is exposed to odor samples diluted with odor-free air. The sensory method provides
not only the perceptible threshold value or the minimum detectable threshold odor concentration (MDTOC) and the
dilution-to-threshold (D/T) value or odor number. The odor number is the number of dilutions required to bring the odor
concentration below the MDTOC and serves as an indicator of the concentration of the odor as ppm by volume.
Assessment tools for monitoring off-site odor impact include: air tracer compounds, anemometer, electronic noses,
hand-held ambient odor and hydrogen sulfide measurement equipment, odor sensors, and wind sock. These tools can
help to determine odor impact range and profiles that are approximately the results obtained using dispersion models. An
ambient monitoring program using direct odor measurements can be set-up
to provide early warning of an upcoming odor event. Dispersion modeling is
helpful in planning for odor control requirements needed for unacceptable
Michael Gerardi
operational conditions and unacceptable atmospheric conditions. S
Michael is a Wastewater
Microbiologist and training
instructor for Pennsylvania Rural
Water Association.
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Bellefonte Borough
Water System

The Bellefonte Borough water system has a unique
characteristic and is deeply woven into the history of the
Borough of Bellefonte, the County Seat for Centre County,
Pennsylvania. The sole source of water for the system is the
Big Spring, a 15 MGD natural spring. As the story goes,
in 1795 a French statesman named Talleyrand was visiting
the area where Bellefonte is located today, and was shown
the natural spring. He exclaimed “Beautiful Fountain”
in French, which sounded something like “Bellefonte.”
People around him suggested naming the small village
“Bellefonte.” The spring became known as the Big Spring
as there are a series of natural springs between Bellefonte
and the village of Pleasant Gap with the Big Spring being
the purest and most voluminous.

Above: Bellefonte Big Spring (Before being covered)

two out-of-state governors. When the State was looking
for a location to start a farmer’s college, the influential
citizens of Bellefonte went to work to bring to the area
what has become the Pennsylvania State University. These
citizens did not want the college right in Bellefonte as they
were concerned about how much noise and commotion
the students would create. They were on to something and
pushed to have the college about twelve miles away.
During the mid to late 1900s, many core communities
like Bellefonte experienced losses in population as
new development exploded outside these core areas.
Bellefonte’s water system expanded along with other
types of infrastructure. The most extensive expansion of
the Bellefonte water system took place in the late 1960s
when Corning Glass wanted to locate a TV picture tube
factory in nearby College Township about eight miles
away. The factory needed a minimum of 2 MGD to cool
their glass-melting furnaces. The only source around
that could supply that kind of volume was the Big Spring.
The Borough entered into an agreement to supply water
to the facility with Corning building a new pumphouse,
storage tank and pipeline. Bellefonte Borough sold water
to Corning for approximately forty years until the plant
was shut down with operations moving to China. Now, all
of the heavy industrial water users on the system are gone.

In 1806 Bellefonte became an incorporated Borough
and began using the Big Spring as the water source for the
town’s water system. A pumphouse built adjacent to the
spring pulled water out of the spring pond and pumped it,
unfiltered, to a nearby hillside where it gravity-flowed to
customers. The spring and water system were in private
ownership at that time and used by agreement. As time
went on, not much changed until the late 1800s when the
owner of the Big Spring, Major W. Fred Reynolds deeded it
to the borough for a dollar. Even today there are residents
who reference this transaction and state that they were
to have water for free. As we all know, it costs money to
operate a water system and that money has to come from
somewhere.
In the 1800s, Bellefonte became a political and industrial
powerhouse primarily because it offered fortune through
its proximity to natural resources – lumber, iron and
water. Bellefonte became home to five Pennsylvania and
16
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and beautiful pump house next door had always been
the subject of postcards and pictures. As mentioned, the
spring water from day one was unfiltered. The Borough
had to undergo testing to see if the spring was under the
influence of surface water. If it was, the Borough would
have to filter. If it wasn’t, the Borough would have to
protect the source with a cover over the spring. The spring
was found to be not under the influence of surface water.
The Borough covered the spring pond to protect the raw
water from potential contaminants and destroyed the
postcard picture of Big Spring.

Above: Greg & Brett with Packer Unit and Sleeve

Bellefonte has had its share of regulatory battles over
the years. Even though citizens paid for their water, they
paid a very low flat rate and were unmetered. Bellefonte
residential water customers had never been metered.
This philosophy went back to the idea that the virtually
limitless Big Spring was given to the town and that the
citizens should have the water for free. Unfortunately, this
philosophy led to the water system being out of compliance
with the daily withdrawal permit, inadequate water
storage, pumps running non-stop during the summer
and Bellefonte having the greenest grass in Pennsylvania.
Residents would run their lawn sprinkler systems day and
night even if it rained. PA DEP pushed for water meters
and the Borough pushed back to the point of getting their
state senator to circulate legislation exempting Bellefonte
from water meters. The regulatory heat settled down but
the system was still in trouble with having to keep up with
the demand.

This period in the water system’s long history was one
of the most difficult. System operators, supervisors and
managers looked for solutions. Over a period of years, a
number of important changes took place. The Bellefonte
water system was moved from being borough councilcontrolled to an operating Authority-controlled system
through a management agreement between Bellefonte
Borough and Bellefonte Borough Authority.
This
arrangement allowed the water system to get out from
under PUC jurisdiction for the out-of-borough customers.
It allowed for using borough employees while having the
Authority set rules and regulations for the system. The
Authority increased the rates on all customers to begin
addressing many of the system deficiencies. In regard to
water meters, PA DEP said either build more water storage
for your unusually high average daily use or install water
meters. Authority members
knew that water usage would
go down if customers were

With mounting costs and threats of regulatory action,
borough council considered a rate increase but was faced
with a dilemma. The water lines and customers within
the borough were under council’s jurisdiction as to a
rate increase. The water lines and customers outside the
borough were under the jurisdiction of the PA Public
Utility Commission (PUC). So, any rate increase outside
the borough would have to be applied for and approved
by the PUC. Council went through the process and was
turned down, primarily because the expenses (the newer
Corning line) outside the borough did not justify the
increase. Council could not politically raise the rates
on the in-borough customers and have these customers
paying more for water then the out-of-borough customers.
The rates went unchanged.
Another significant challenge that took place was the
covering of the Big Spring pond to comply with the Federal
Safe Drinking Water Act. The uncovered spring pond
WINTER 2018
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metered and new storage probably wasn’t needed. They did
the tough thing and mandated that all customers were to
be metered. Today, all customers are metered. The system
did not need any additional storage as usage dropped to
bring the systems daily withdrawal amounts well under
limits. The pumps no longer run non-stop. Funds have
become available to upgrade pumphouses with variable
frequency drives to save energy, to install a new SCADA
System and to add other critical features.
Today the Bellefonte water system is in the best operating
condition it has ever been in. The adversarial relationship
that existed between Bellefonte and DEP has changed
into one of respect and understanding of the regulatory
environment. The Bellefonte Borough Authority has
been committed to updating all rules, operations and
maintenance policies. One of the best decisions made
was to support training and certification for all system
staff, even to the point of putting bonus pay language in
the union contract for those who exceeded the minimum
training. PRWA has been instrumental in assisting the
system personnel with training and technical assistance
every inch of the way. As staff members retired, a serious
effort was made to hire the most qualified people and
to get them on their way to training and certification
as soon as possible. The team consists of Matt Auman,
Public Works Director and Dave Klinefelter, Assistant
Public Works Director. Both Matt and Dave are certified
operators with experience in both water and wastewater
systems. Brett Meyer is the Crew Leader for the Water
Team. Jason Ostroskie and Steve Caldana make up the
crew. Greg Brown assists the crew when needed and is
responsible for trouble-shooting water meters and other
system components. The system cross-trained the borough
18
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mechanic and electrician to have two
additional certified operators who could
assist with any system issue. Randy Neff
is the mechanic/operator and Craig
Herrold is the electrician/operator (this
is one place where electricity and water
mix). Brett, Greg, Jason, Steve, Randy
and Craig all are certified operators and
have extensive training and experience
in water system operations. Barbi
Watson, billing administrator, is the
glue that holds all of the pieces together.
She does everything she can to get
DEP reports sent in on time, to explain
issues to customers in a friendly way,
and to see that delinquent accounts are
properly managed to minimize losses.
Many people would say that Bellefonte’s
greatest asset is its spring water, however,
they would be wrong. Bellefonte’s
greatest asset is the dedicated staff that keeps the precious
spring water flowing 24/7/365. S
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Annual Fees for Public Water Systems
By Joel Jordan
PADEP has enacted the following annual fees for all types of public water systems. PADEP will start mailing invoices
to larger water systems in early 2019. See PA Bulletin 48 Pa.B. 4974. Saturday, August 18, 2018 - Safe Drinking Water
Act – Appendix A, for more details on SDWA updates. This includes details on how the fee structure was developed and
comments received. The fee structure will be reviewed on a 3-year cycle and “The funds may only be used for purposes
as authorized under the SDWA.” “As provided in section 14 of the SDWA (35 P.S. § 721.14), all fees will be paid into the
State Treasury into a special restricted revenue account in the General Fund known as the Safe Drinking Water Account
administered by the Department. The funds may only be used for purposes as authorized under the SDWA.”
The following tables are from the PA Bulletin.
Population Served

Submit Annual Fee by

Expected Quarterly Revenue*

3,301 or more

March 31

$1,314,875

501—3,300

June 30

$2,527,275

101—500

September 30

$1,830,425

100 or less

December 31

$1,978,175

Total

$7,650,750

"*The expected quarterly revenue assumes that most systems paying $6,500 or more will request
the quarterly payment option."
Non-Community, Bottle, Vended, Retail & Bulk Water Suppliers
Population
Served

CWS Annual Fees (Based on Population)
Population Served

Annual Fee

Cost/Person/Year

100 or less

$250

$2.50 - $10.00

101 - 500

$500

$1.00 - $4.95

501 - 1,000

$1,000

$1.00 - $2.00

1,001 - 2,000

$2,000

$1.00 - $2.00

2,001 - 3,300

$4,000

$1.21 - $2.00

3,301 - 5,000

$6,500

$1.30 - $1.97

5,001 - 10,000

$10,000

$1.00 - $2.00

10,001 - 25,000

$20,000

$0.80 - $2.00

25,001 - 50,000

$25,000

$0.50 - $1.00

50,001 - 75,000

$30,000

$0.40 - $0.60

75,001 - 100,000

$35,000

$0.35 - $0.47

100,001 or more

$40,000

< $0.40

Annual
Fee

Cost Per Person
Per Year

Estimated Cost
of Services

Cost Per Person
Per Year

100 or less

$100

$1.00 - $4.00

$784

$7.84 - $31.36

101 - 500

$250

$0.50 - $2.48

$784

$1.57 - $7.76

501 - 1,000

$500

$0.50 - $1.00

$784

$0.78 - $1.56

1,001 - 3,300

$750

$0.23 - $0.75

$1,078

$0.33 - $1.08

3,301 or more

$1,000

$0.30 or less

$1,078

$0.33 or less

100 or less

$50

$0.50 - $2.00

$392

$3.92 - $15.68

101 - 500

$100

$0.20 - $0.99

$392

$0.78 - $3.88

501 - 1,000

$200

$0.20 - $0.40

$392

$0.39 - $0.78

1,001 or more

$500

$0.50 or less

$392

$0.39 or less

Bottled

$2,500

N/A

$1,274

N/A

Vended

$1,000

N/A

$1,029

N/A

Retail

$1,000

N/A

$1,029

N/A

Bulk

$1,000

N/A

$1,029

N/A

NTNCWS

TNCWS

BVRB

“For further information, contact Lisa D. Daniels, Director, Bureau of Safe Drinking Water, P.O. Box 8467, Rachel
Carson State Office Building, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8467, (717) 787-9633; or William Cumings, Assistant Counsel, Bureau
of Regulatory Counsel, P.O. Box 8464, Rachel Carson State Office Building, Harrisburg, PA 17105- 8464, (717) 787-7060.
Persons with a disability may use the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service,
(800) 654-5984 (TDD users) or (800) 654-5988 (voice users).” S

Joel Jordan
Director of Education
jjordan@prwa.com
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Training | Column
Knowledge Check: Laboratory Principles
By Wendy Malehorn
Water is essential to sustain life. Americans needs
a minimum of 20 to 50 liters of clean, safe water every
day for drinking, cooking and cleaning. To maintain
human health, safe water is key. Health risks arise from
the consumption of water contaminated with infection
agents, toxic chemicals and radiological hazards. Most
chemicals found in drinking water, excluding nitrate,
are only a health concern after extended exposure
over years, as changes in water quality typically occur
progressively. Therefore, the greatest risk to public
health in water is associated with the consumption
of drinking water contaminated with human and
animal excreta. Systems are required to ensure the
water distributed to consumers is free from any microorganism and parasite and from any substances that,
in numbers or concentrations, constitute a potential
danger to human health.
The critical step to ensuring water distributed to
consumers is safe is to add a disinfectant. Chlorination
is the process of adding chlorine to drinking water to
disinfect. After that, quality assessments of water for
human consumption must be carried out by competent
authorities. Water quality monitoring is done to ensure
drinking water meets or is better than all federal and/
or state mandated drinking water regulations.
In November 2009, the US EPA published Method
334.0 “Determination of Residual Chlorine in Drinking
Water”. This method is for analysis of residual chlorine
(free and total) in drinking water and is to be used for
compliance with daily monitoring requirements. On
April 28, 2018 the Pennsylvania Distribution Residual
Requirement (DRR) was published in the PA Bulletin.
Shortly thereafter, a letter was sent to all PA water
systems detailing the DRR. The PA DEP closed the
DRR letter with a reminder regarding the Accreditation
by Rule Parameter and EPA Method 334.0. This
notice started a whirlwind of questions and calls for
assistance. One question was simply “why”. Operators
feel accused of not knowing how to do their job. Taking
a chlorine residual is something an operator can do in
their sleep. Additionally, systems can only use EPA
approved equipment that has been properly calibrated
by the manufacturer. So why go through all of this
rigamarole? One answer – to get better, more reliable
results. The general conclusion, all systems need to
practice laboratory principles which are designed
to ensure and promote consistency, quality, safety,
reliability and integrity. S
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Laboratory Principles Knowledge Check
1. True or False: Safety regulations require that
contact lenses NOT be worn in the laboratory.
a. True
b. False
2. Which type of glassware would you use for making
up a solution to a known volume?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Beaker
Erlenmeyer Flask
Graduated Cylinder
Class A Volumetric Flask

3. A fume hood protects laboratory members from
which of the following hazards/biohazards?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Bacteria
Viruses
Toxic Volatiles
All the above

4. Hazardous materials should be stored:
a.
b.
c.
d.

In the sink
On the floor
Below eye level
None of the above

5. What is the meaning of this lab safety symbol?
a.
b.
c.
d.

No open flames
Corrosive Material
UV light hazard
None of the above

6. An operator must measure pH within __________
of sample collection:
a.
b.
c.
d.

5 minutes
10 minutes
15 minutes
20 minutes

7. For these types of samples, if you are using a
sterilized 125 mL blue-capped bottle prefixed with
sodium thiosulfate, remove the bottle cap and hold
it in your hand. Do not touch the inside of the cap
or bottle. Fill sample bottle to neck (leave airspace)
and do not overflow. Then cap the bottle and invert
it several times to mix.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Lead & Copper samples
Total or Fecal Coliform Bacteria samples
Volatile Organic Chemical samples
Total Phosphorus samples

8. Eye protection is required in the lab when lab
members are exposed to:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Flying particles
Injurious light
Gases and Vapors
All the above

9. True or False: A substance is considered corrosive if
the pH level is below 7.
a. True
b. False
10. Who is required to provide SDS’s upon request?
a.
b.
c.
d.

The employer
The state department of health
The operator
The manufacturer or distributor

11. What would be an acute health effect?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Lung Cancer
Vomiting
Diarrhea
Both b and c

12. How would you protect yourself from accidently
ingesting chemicals?
a. Not eating or drinking in the laboratory
b. Do not touch your face with your gloved hand
c. Remove gloves and wash hands prior to leaving
the lab
d. All the above
13. For these types of drinking water samples, fill
the vial completely with the sample (creating a
meniscus) and check for air bubbles. Then, fill a
second vial.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Lead & Copper samples
Total or Fecal Coliform Bacteria samples
Volatile Organic Chemical samples
Nitrate Samples

14. The following statements are true about eyewash
stations, except:
a. Always keep access to the eyewash station open
in the event of an accident
b. Close eyes if the water is too cold until it
warms up
c. Routinely check the eyewash station for
operability
d. Hold eyes open to ensure they are cleansed of
the chemical
15. When diluting an acid with water, always remember
to:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Pour water into acid
Pour acid into water
Add both acid and water at the same time
Never mix an acid with water

Column | Training

16. A portion of a total amount of a solution is known
as an:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Analyte
Acid
Aliquot
Base

17. What volume of 6.0 M sulfuric acid (H2SO4) must be
used to prepare 2.0 L of a 0.10 M H2SO4 solution?
a.
b.
c.
d.

120 L
12.0 L
1.2 L
0.033 L

18. True or False: A Safety Data Sheet (SDS) contains
information on the potential hazards associated with
a chemical product.
a. True
b. False
19. Coliform Bacteria:
a. Grown in the intestines of people and warmblooded animals
b. Usually cause disease
c. Exist only in water that contains pathogens
d. All the above
20. How can operators obtain the necessary information
to monitor the treatment processes and to ensure a
safe and pleasant-tasting drinking water for all who
use it?
a. By consulting with operators from nearby
plants
b. By laboratory quality control tests
c. By contacting regulatory agencies and verifying
available information
d. By walking through the plant and observing the
performance of the treatment processes

Wendy Malehorn
Training & Education
Development
wmalehorn@prwa.com

ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS CAN
BE FOUND ON PAGE 45.
WINTER 2018
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Water | Technical
EPA Method 334.0
By Glenn Cowles
EPA Method 334.0 is a quality control protocol for
chlorine residual monitoring, published by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 2009.
Method 334.0 is intended for use by drinking water
facilities for compliance with daily monitoring and analysis
of residual chlorine (free or total) and serves as a quality
control procedure used to ensure that results obtained for
residual chlorine at drinking water systems are accurate
and precise. Since residual disinfectant concentration
is an accreditation by rule parameter, it is required to be
analyzed in accordance with analytical techniques adopted
by EPA or approved by the Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP), as specified in 25 Pa. Code § 109.304(a).
Therefore, if DEP staff conducts an inspection at a
water system that should be Method 334.0 compliant
and find that it is not, they will document the violation on
an inspection report and in a notice of violation. Continued
noncompliance with Method 334.0 may result in additional
enforcement actions taken by DEP.
The PA Department of Environmental Protection Method
334.0 webpage has the following information at: https://www.
dep.pa.gov/Business/Water/BureauSafeDrinkingWater/
DrinkingWaterMgmt/Pages/Method- 334.0.aspx along
with enclosed EPA Method 334.0 Fact Sheet for compliance
with the requirement. DEP has also developed six forms for
the five required and one recommended portions of Method
334.0.
TUTORIAL VIDEO SERIES
DEP created a series of tutorial videos to guide public
water systems through the various requirements of Method
334.0:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Tutorial 1 – Introduction and Overview
Tutorial 2 – QA/QC and Analytical Technique for
Grab Chlorine Residual Analysis
Tutorial 3 – Primary Standards and Dilutions
Tutorial 4 – Initial Demonstration of Capability
(IDC) for the Grab Method
Tutorial 5 – Initial Calibration Verification for the
Grab Method
Tutorial 6 – Routine Calibration Verifications for
the Grab Method
Tutorial 7 – Secondary Standard Verifications for
the Grab Method
Tutorial 8 – On-Line Analyzers – Initial
Demonstration of Capability and Comparative
Grab Analysis
KEYSTONE TAP
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JOB AIDS
The following are graphical instructions for the method
procedures:
•
•
•
•

Mixing Primary Standards Job Aid (PDF)
IDC Procedure Job Aid (PDF)
Routine Verification Procedure Job Aid (PDF)
Secondary Standard Verification Job Aid (PDF)

In addition, the following spreadsheet can be used to
calculate and document the analyst Initial Demonstration
of Capability (IDC) for the grab sample method.
•

IDC Calculation Spreadsheet (Excel) S

Glenn Cowles
Water Technician
gcowles@prwa.com
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Municipal Authority of
Bedford Borough WWTP
The Municipal Authority of Bedford Borough WWTP is a
sequencing batch reactor plant designed to treat a monthly
average flow of 1.5 MGD from the Borough of Bedford and
Bedford Township. The treatment process includes two
mechanical bar screens, grit removal, two primary clarifiers,
three anaerobic digesters, UV disinfection, and discharge to
the Juniata River.

The original facility was built in the 1950’s and the
Imhoff sludge tanks installed then are still being used for
sludge storage today. The plant was upgraded to a larger
conventional activated sludge plant in 1976 and then
to a SBR in 2008. Construction of the final upgrade was
completed in 2012 and in addition to the SBR’s included
a new headworks, a third digester, UV disinfection, and
covers on the primary settling tanks to reduce odors in the
nearby community.
Influent flow into the plant is pumped to the headworks
where mechanical screening and grit removal takes place.
The flow than travels to the primary clarifiers for removal
of heavy settleable solids and floating grease and scum.
Flow from the primaries is dosed with ferrous sulfate for
phosphorus removal then flows to the SBR that is currently
in the fill stage.

The plant uses two of the anaerobic digesters as primary
digesters and digested sludge from them is pumped to the
secondary digester. Thickened sludge from the secondary
digester can be pumped to the original Imhoff tanks resulting
in one million gallons of sludge storage space. Stored sludge
is held until it can be land applied or landfilled after passing
through the fan press. Methane gas from the digesters is
used for heating the digesters and most of the buildings on
site. S

The plant has four SBR’s that run react/fill, react, settle, and
decant cycles and air flow is controlled by in line dissolved
oxygen and oxidation reduction potential (ORP) probes.
Disinfection is accomplished with UV light and is followed
by aeration in the effluent tank to meet the effluent permit
limit. The plant is also equipped with an effluent pump
station that is used if the level of the Juniata River is too high
for gravity flow. The plants normal monthly average for total
phosphorus is less than one and total nitrogen is less than six.
WINTER 2018
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Wastewater | Technical
The Meth Problem
By Tom Goehring
As if a wastewater operator didn’t have enough to worry
about on a daily basis, there is an increasing chance that
at any time your process could be turned upside down
by illicit drugs. One of the most common culprits of this
is methamphetamines. Meth has become more popular,
especially in rural areas where it can be “cooked” in
remote locations without being detected. The drug
can enter the sewer system in several ways including
excretion from a drug user, dumping of the waste from
the manufacturing process, or even the remediation of a
cook site after it is located by the authorities. From an
operator’s point of view it doesn’t really matter how it
gets to the treatment plant, we just want to know how it
is going to affect the process.
To understand what affect it will have on your system,
first look at some of the ingredients that are used to make
it. Many people have their own recipe but commonly
used ingredients include acetone, starter fluid (ether),
sulfuric acid, brake cleaner (toluene), kerosene, muriatic
acid, and paint thinner. Sounds good, doesn’t it?
More farmers are also reporting an increase in theft of

anhydrous ammonia (fertilizer) because that can also be
used in the cooking process. The next thing to consider
is that every pound of meth that is cooked produces five
to seven pounds of hazardous waste that the cook needs
to dispose of.
So how do we know if our plant has a meth problem?
Let’s start at the head of the plant. Watch your influent
screen for things that could be used in the cooking
process. Plastic caps from starter fluid or chemical
containers showing up on a regular basis, or even coffee
filters could be a sign. Coffee filters can be used to
remove solids in the cook process, and what normal
person would flush a coffee filter? Right?
If you have unexplainable upsets, monitor your
influent regularly. Watch for elevated ammonia levels
since that is commonly used. Cyanide is used in some
recipes and may also show up in the influent. Pay
attention to wide swings in influent pH that could be
caused by the acidic ingredients in the drug. A pH
value outside normal process parameters (6.5 – 8.5)
can inhibit the microorganisms in activated sludge and
cause a rise in effluent cBOD. A pH under 6.0 will also
cause your nitrification process to stop and will result
in high ammonia in the effluent. A strange influent
color or odor could be another sign. Meth can be white,
red, yellow, or green and the chemicals used can give
off odors ranging from ammonia to a sweet smell. You
could also notice color in the effluent it there is not
enough removal of solids through the activated sludge
process. Many of the chemicals used are volatile organic
compounds and influent testing can produce very high
levels of VOC’s. The difficult part is getting the right
sample. If you notice a strange smell or color, take a
sample immediately. The best thing to do may be to run
your influent sampler every day and if you don’t notice
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anything unusual in the plant just dump the sample and
don’t bother testing, but if there is something you have
a sample. Odds are that these dumps will happen late
at night or on weekends, making them even harder to
catch.
All of these things can cause problems. If you’re lucky
the problem might be high BOD that can be corrected
with more bugs, or high ammonia that can be corrected
with more alkalinity. If you’re not as lucky you may
have serious effluent problems. Unfortunately, the only
solution is proper lab testing and sampling the collection
system until you can track down the source. Of course,
there could be more than one source….no one said this
would be easy. Maybe a clandestine meth lab isn’t your
problem, but if you have unexplainable upsets on a
regular basis it is worth investigating. S

Tom Goehring
Wastewater Technician
tgoehring@prwa.com
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THANKS TO ALL OUR
CONFERENCE SPONSORS!
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The largest conference in the
state for water & wastewater
operators!

Annual
Conference

Penn Stater Hotel & Conference Center
State College, PA

March 26-29, 2019
Over 70 classes to choose from
Earn up to 18 contact hours
Over 127 exhibitors

WWW.PRWA.COM/CONFERENCE
WINTER 2018
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2019Annual Conference
Pennsylvania Rural Water Association

TUESDAY, MARCH 26

Opening Session
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Steve Uzzell - Form Follows Flow: The Forces of Change
Mr. Uzzell is an accomplished photographer that began his career
at National Geographic as assistant to the editor & member of
the photographic staff over 40 years ago. Now, using his striking
photographs as illustrations of his metaphor about possibility
and creativity, Steve inspires audiences to take advantage of his
experience and vision to make any venture an adventure.

Sponsored by Nittany Engineering Associates
			

a division of Century Engineering, Inc.

Certified Training Classes

1:30 PM - 5:00 PM

Earn up to 3 Contact Hours!

Exhibit Hall Grand Opening
5:00 PM - 6:30 PM

Come visit with all the exhibitors that have come to talk to you before heading over to
Champs!

Meet & Greet at Champ’s

6:30 PM - 10:00 PM

We start off the first day of conference with great
food, company, and entertainment at one of
State College’s finest establishments! We offer
transportation as well to and from Champ’s from
all sponsored hotels (see page 32).

Sponsored by Gwin, Dobson & Foreman

ALL MEALS & EVENTS ARE INCLUDED WITH THAT DAYS
REGISTRATION

Certified Training Classes

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Earn up to 6 Contact Hours, with lunch between sessions!

Exhibit Hall Extravaganza
5:00 PM - 8:00 PM

Come eat a delicious meal and visit with over 127
exhibitors. And don’t miss the chance to win a
Dream Disney Vacation!

Event & Trip sponsored by Exeter Supply
Trip also sponsored by Star Pipe

Turkey Calling Contest

7:30 PM

Bring your calls and compete with some of the best turkey callers around!

Sponsored by Sensus & LB Water

Texas Hold ‘Em Tournament
8:30 PM

All skill levels welcome to play in our annual tournament.

Sponsored by PA Water Specialties

Cornhole Tournament

8:30 PM

Come test your skills at this tailgate favorite while
listening to live music by Biscuit Jam.

Sponsored by A&H Equipment

LOOK FOR TRAINING CLASS SCHEDULE IN JANUARY!

Pennsylvania Rural Water Association

With a chance to win a Dream Disney
Vacation Give-Away

2019Annual Conference

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27

2019Annual Conference
Pennsylvania Rural Water Association

THURSDAY, MARCH 28
Certified Training Classes

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Earn up to 6 Contact Hours, with lunch between sessions!

Exhibit Hall Finale
11:30 AM - 1:30 PM

Stop by the Exhibit Hall to visit with the vendors
one last time. Don't miss your chance to win some
great prizes at the Exhibitor Booths!

Closing Celebration

5:30 PM - 8:00 PM

Featuring the Tribute to Excellence Awards

Join us as we recognize the best in the industry
with food, drinks and live music by Tommy
Wareham, The Piano Man.

Sponsored by Core and Main

FRIDAY, MARCH 29
Certified Training Classes
8:00 AM - 11:30 AM
Earn up to 3 Contact Hours

WWW.PRWA.COM/CONFERENCE

Call (800) 653-7792 with questions!
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Wastewater | Column
Careers in Wastewater
By Mark Gregory
I recently came across an interesting report on the water
and wastewater workforce. It was done by the Brookings
Institute which is a nonprofit public policy organization
that conducts in-depth research to lead to new ideas to
solve many problems in society. It has been around for over
100 years and has published some very thorough valuable
information. The research document is called “Renewing
the Workforce: Improving water infrastructure and
creating a pipeline of opportunity” It was released on June
14th 2018.
The following are some excerpts of the information in
the report that I think are interesting….
Water Infrastructure refers to the entirety of the
country’s drinking water, wastewater, stormwater, and
green infrastructure systems.
Nearly 1.7 million workers are directly or indirectly
involved in designing, constructing, operating, and
governing United States water infrastructure. There
are 212 different occupations from skilled operators to
financial, administrative, and management positions.
Water operators carry out a range of duties to support
their utility’s activities, from ensuring compliance with
federal, state, and local water quality standards, to testing
water and sewage samples, to monitoring the conditions
at the facility. The eight different “water industries”
are: 1). Providing drinking water, treating wastewater;
and managing stormwater: 2). Overseeing water, sewer
lines, and related structure construction; 3). Overseeing
dredging and flood control project construction; 4).
Installing and servicing plumbing equipment; 5).
Trenching, excavating, and preparing sites for septic
systems; 6). Cleaning storm basins and sewers in addition
to remediating and revegetating contaminated sites
to improve water quality; 7).providing environmental
consulting services in support of regulatory compliance;
and 8). Performing other closely-related local government
activities.
Investing in water infrastructure represents one of the
timeliest ways for the country to support long-lasting
opportunity to a strong economy. The water infrastructure
is well positioned to offer durable careers to workers across
both urban and rural areas. This will require a skilled
workforce to construct, operate, and maintain the water
facilities. The report lists more purposeful, coordinated
actions that will need to be utilized. The actions will
also need to acknowledge how utilities are often anchor
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institutions in many regions with nearly 52,000 water
systems across the country.
Most water workers have less formal education, about
53% have a high school diploma or less. They do require
more extensive on-the-job training and familiarity with
a variety of tools and technologies. These can include
plant operations, mechanical, machinist, electrical, and
instrumentation skills.

The average age of water workers is higher than the
national average. There is a lack of gender and racial
diversity in the water sector with about 85% being
male and two-thirds being white. This indicates some
potential worker pools that remain mostly untapped
in the water sector. Many of the younger generations
do not look at the water field as a viable career path.
With the age of most present water workers getting to
or surpassing retirement age, vacancies in positions of
up to 50%, it is essential to adjust hiring procedures
and pilot new training efforts in order to replenish
the need for water workers across the country. Over
3 million workers will need to be replaced over the
next decade.
The report reveals the sizable economic opportunity
offered by water jobs, the lower educational barriers
to entry into the field and the need for more diverse,
young talent.
The report lists the major needs in water workforce
development:
1. There must be an acknowledgement of the varying
scale and capacity of different communities and
utilities across urban and rural areas to tackle

Column | Wastewater
the challenges and expand the water workforce
opportunity
2. The water workforce needs greater public visibility.
3. Without greater visibility, the water sector will
continue to struggle with a lack of diversity.
4. Identifying and hiring skilled workers remains
a struggle for many utilities and other water
employers.
5. The need for more extensive work experience and
on-the-job training in the water sector highlights
the skilled tasks that the water workforce carries out
every day, but equipping workers with these skills is
not always easy.
6. Workers already employed throughout the
water sector must continue to strengthen their
competencies and adapt their skills to a rapidly
evolving workplace, increasingly filled with new
demands and technologies.
The report also makes some recommendations for how
to address the issues:
1. Utilities and other water employers need to
empower staff, adjust existing procedures, and pilot
new efforts in support of the water workforce.

2. A broad range of employers and community
partners need to hold consistent dialogues, pool
resources, and develop platforms focused on water
workers.
3. National and state leaders need to provide clearer
technical guidance, more robust programmatic
support, and targeted investments in water
workforce development.
The full report is available from the website https://
www.brookings.edu/
I hope many people in the water sector will read this
report and act accordingly. Our industry is extremely
important and needs to ensure continued effort to provide
safe water for everyone.
Remember, We All Live Downstream. S

Mark Gregory
Stormwater Manager
mgregory@prwa.com
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Water | Column
What's On Tap
By Chris Shutt
Cannons blasted and bayonets tore through flesh in
America’s worst war, the American Civil War. This war was
gruesome for many different reasons. It tore the country
apart and created divides that exist to this day.
One of the most ghastly aspects of the war concerned
medical practices. Being wounded and sent to the hospital
was as much a death sentence as being sent to the front lines.
Medical equipment was bulky and hard to move. It was a
lower priority than ammunition and food, so the doctors
rarely had what they needed. At the time, people had little
to no understanding of how bacteria spread so surgeon’s
tools were used on multiple patients with a simple cleansing
with water between uses, and wounds were packed with
filthy rags that encouraged the wounds to fester. Surgeries
were crude and resulted in astonishing pain as anesthesia
was rarely used, and painkillers were basically non-existent.
Lastly, there was a severe lack of well-trained personnel.
Soldiers were grateful for the thousands of female volunteer
nurses and members of the Sanitary Commission. Needless
to say, the state of medicine in the Civil War was deplorable,
and for many people today, unimaginable. Records clearly

show that more people died of diseases than in actual battles
or of field wounds.
American Civil War soldiers faced great dangers in battle;
enemy artillery and gunfire, and often hand-to-hand combat
wiped them out by the thousands. However, the greatest
danger waited for them back at their camps; various diseases
that spread like wild fire in their crowded camps took many
more soldier’s lives during the Civil War than did enemy fire.
In fact it is estimated that nearly 400,000 Civil War soldiers
died from disease compared to 200,000 from other causes.
Unfortunate soldiers and civilians who caught one of the
many deadly diseases prevalent during the war had little
hope of survival due to the fact that nobody had any idea
how to treat most of these diseases at that time.
Unfortunately doctors and nurses during the American
Civil War just did not know that hygiene was important for
health. Most of the medical people cared for the sick and
dying and often risked their own lives in doing so, they just
did not know any better at that time in history.
The reason diseases killed so many soldiers during the Civil
War was the lack of basic sanitary and hygiene practices. For
example surgeons would not clean their equipment between
patients often leaving the blood from the previous patient on
their tools when moving on to the next patient.
Doctors at that time had no knowledge of cross
contamination, which is the passage of microorganism that
can cause disease from one object to another. Medical tools
and doctors and nurses hands were usually not cleaned
between the treatments of different patients.
The drinking of contaminated water leading to the spread
of waterborne diseases was a major problem at Civil War
camps. Contaminated water can cause numerous diseases
including Dysentery and Typhoid; two huge killers of Civil
War soldiers. Often water sources for army camps were dirty
and contaminated; frequently little consideration was given
to the location of the camps latrine which may have been
upstream from the water supply.
Army hospitals, especially at the beginning of the war,
were overcrowded and poorly ventilated; conditions which
allowed disease to spread rapidly. Patients would sneeze and
cough into the air releasing small droplets filled with viruses
or bacteria into the air; other patients who inhaled this could
get tuberculosis and other infectious airborne diseases. As
the war progressed hospitals with better ventilation were
constructed, especially in the North.
Army camps were usually overcrowded and airborne
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disease would spread quickly among the soldiers.
Dysentery
Dysentery was the worst disease of the Civil War, and the
overall main killer of soldiers in the war. Dysentery killed
approximately 45,000 Union soldiers and 50,000 Confederate
soldiers. This disease, called “quickstep” by the soldiers,
involves inflammation of the intestine causing abdominal
pain and diarrhea containing blood, and may also involve
a fever.
Typhoid
Typhoid killed over 30,000 soldiers in both the Union
and Confederate Armies. The disease is caused by eating or
drinking food or water that has been contaminated with the
feces of a person with the disease. People infected with this
disease get fevers, headaches, constipation, chills, and some
people develop a skin rash. If you contracted this disease
during the Civil War you had a one out of three chance of
dying.
Pneumonia
The third most deadly disease during the American
Civil War was pneumonia. Pneumonia, which is a lung
inflammation caused by a bacterial or viral infection, killed
over 35,000 soldiers during the war. This disease causes
coughing, chills, fever, and makes breathing difficult.
Measles
Measles, also known as rubeola, killed a lot of soldiers
during the Civil War. Measles is a very contagious disease
that is spread through the air from the coughing and
sneezing of infected people. The virus can survive for several
hours on objects it lands on.
Malaria
Malaria is an infectious disease spread by mosquitos.
The symptoms of this disease can include fever, vomiting,
fatigue, and headaches. In severe cases it can cause death. It
is estimated around 30,000 soldiers died from this disease
during the War Between the States. This number would have
been a lot worse had it not been for quinine, a medicine used
to prevent and treat Malaria.
Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis (TB) is a dangerous infectious disease that
affects a person's lungs. Tuberculosis is spread from one
person to another through the air via coughs and sneezes.
It is estimated approximately 14,000 soldiers died from TB
during the American Civil War.
Diarrhea and dysentery were the most commonly treated
illnesses and also responsible for the most deaths. In fact,
during the first 2 years of the war, 27% of all diseases treated
by Confederate doctors were some form of the diarrheal
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illnesses. Doctors believed diarrhea was a “miasmatic”
disease caused by bad air.
Nearly two thirds of deaths during the war resulted from
the various diseases that plagued the Soldiers, and 39% of
soldiers who died after being wounded in battle actually
died from infection that set in after treatment. In all, Union
physicians treated an estimated 600,000 cases of disease
ranging from childhood illnesses, such as mumps and
measles, to venereal disease. Diarrhea and dysentery were
the most commonly treated illnesses and also responsible for
the most deaths. In fact, during the first 2 years of the war,
27% of all diseases treated by Confederate doctors were some
form of the diarrheal illnesses. Doctors believed diarrhea
was a “miasmatic” disease caused by bad air.
For example, Private Charles C. Perkins exemplifies
confusion over the cause of his illness in his diary from
August 27th, 1862 to September 1st, 1862. Perkins, an
otherwise educated man, drinks untreated water and eats
beef that he stored raw in his haversack overnight before
cooking. He writes on August 31st, “Diarrhea again owing
to drinking coffee I suppose.”
Treatment involved purgatives to rid the body of “irritating
food or secretions” (dehydrating the patient even further)
and morphine which aside from being a painkiller also
causes constipation.
Hospital gangrene was probably one of the most feared of
any disease. The infection would start as a black spot on a
slowly healing wound that slowly spread through the wound
and on to healthy tissue, which would soon begin to rot.
Doctors tried a number of treatments including cauterizing
the infected flesh, silver nitrate, and even packing the wound
with lint soaked in turpentine. Most cases, however, resulted
in amputation. The American Civil War was one of the darkest
moments in our nation’s history. Of the nearly 3 million men
who marched into battle approximately 618,000 lost their
lives, and nearly 400,000 of these to disease. The death toll
was nearly 2% of the entire population, and of the men lucky
enough to be in the 79% who survived the war, nearly half a
million returned home permanently maimed or disabled.
Most casualties and deaths in the Civil War were the result
of non-combat-related disease. For every three soldiers killed
in battle, five more died of disease. The primitive nature of
Civil War medicine, both in its intellectual underpinnings
and in its practice in the armies, meant that many wounds and
illnesses were unnecessarily fatal.
The foul, often brackish waters near large numbers of
encamped men often bore highly-deadly diseases like
dysentery which lead to intense, chronic diarrhea, dehydration
and frequent death. In fact, more men died from disease
during the Civil War than battle!
Continued on Next Page
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Knowing the risks of drinking water, troops were lulled
into a sense of false security by purchasing these filter sets in
tin cases. The soldier was supposed to place the larger filter
end into the stream or pond, drawing water up through a
charcoal filter by sucking on the smaller mouthpiece. A mesh
tubing connected the two, but has since rotted away while it
was still underground. This was located near Fredericksburg
along with two others.
It is said that soldiers’ eyes bugged out like frogs as they
vainly tried to suck water up through these. While the
concept was good, it is unfortunate that the microbes culprits
were small enough to pass beyond the charcoal!!! Men died
in spite of their filters.

In the “Confederate Receipt Book” from 1863, the
cook book has receipt (recipe) about importance of clean
drinking water.

Continued on from Previous Page

Another report from “Reminiscences and Experiences”,
by the One Hundred and Third Ohio Volunteer Infantry
discusses the same sinkhole and says “ in a few days
nearly half the men were sick from the effects of the same
(meaning the water), and one poor boy of company A died
at this camp.”
These soldiers did not take heed of cleaning their water
and became sick with one dying. Bad water or the effects of
bad water was one of things that killed soldiers during the
Civil War.
A report from the Seven Days’ Battle in June 1862
demonstrates what combat can do to water supplies. This
first-person description comes from H. E. Brown, a Surgeon
with Hooker’s Division: “Until June 24th, I was engaged
with the duties of the regiment, encamped on the battlefield
of May 31st. . . . A more horrible place for a camp could not
be conceived. Over three thousand dead had been buried
there; the ground was covered with the remains of clothing
and commissary stores. Dead horses, which had been
insufficiently buried or burnt, filled the air with a noxious
effluvium, and the only water was that obtained from the
surface by digging down a few feet, and this infiltrated with
the decaying animal matter of the battlefield. The duties
of the men were very laborious, enough to break down a
strong man under the most favorable circumstances. . . .
It is not to be wondered that sickness broke out [typhoid,
diarrhea or dysentery] in the command.” S

“To purify River or Muddy Water. Dissolve half an ounce
of alum in a pint of warm water, and stirring it about in a
puncheon of water from the river, all impurities will soon
settle to the bottom, and in a day or two it will become
quite clear.”
Unfortunately, soldiers did not always drink clear water
or try to clean it.
An example is the One Hundred and Fourth Regiment
of Ohio Volunteer Infantry when they were camped at
Snow’s Pond in Northern Kentucky in Sept. 1862. They
were camped near a sinkhole with water. They all drank
this water.
“Close by our camp was one of those sinkholes peculiar
to limestone regions; quite a large one, with plenty of water;
stagnant and covered three inches thick with the peculiar
thin scum called frog spittle. Here we camped for three
long, hot, dusty, weeks - men and horses and mules alike
drinking of the fility stuff, till the water became so low as
to show what lay hid in the bottom. Imagine our surprise
and disgust at discovering carcasses of thirteen dead mules,
thrown in there by the Rebels on their retreat. This was the
famous camp at Snow’s Pond.”
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“Fill your canteens, boys! Some of you will be in hell before
night and you’ll need water!”— A Union Colonel at Shiloh

Chris Shutt
Water Technician
clshutt@prwa.com

New Members
of PRWA
System Members
Addison Area Water Authority
Somerset County
Hopewell Township
Bedford County

Associate Members
Systems Design Engineering, Inc.
Leesport, PA

Consulting Engineers - Waster & Wastewater Systems

From: August 11, 2018 - November 5, 2018

Answers to Training Column “Knowledge Check:
Laboratory Principles” on Pages 24-25.
Answers:
1.

a

12.

d

2.

d

13.

c

3.

c

14.

b

4.

c

15.

b

5.

a

16.

c

6.

c

17.

d

7.

b

18.

a

8.

d

19.

a

9.

a

20.

b

10.

d

11.

d
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Good Water = Good Life

Columbia-Montour SWP Coalition Water Education Day!
By Danielle Roslevich
Water suppliers can work with their communities to
implement their Source Water Protection plans by using
simple education measures. As sourcewater protection
planners, we often suggest beginning with outreach
approaches such as sending brochures, participating in
community events, or educating in a classroom setting.
These options make excellent starting points, as any type
of outreach can begin a conversation where individuals ask
questions and truly learn about sourcewater protection in
a way that influences them to take action.

Protection Coalition successfully hosted their fourth
annual water education day, Good Water = Good Life, at
Briar Creek Park in Berwick, for over 500 eighth grade
students in Columbia and Montour Counties. The
topic of sourcewater protection fits in perfectly with
Pennsylvania’s curriculum for eighth grade students,
making it an easy agreement for the school districts, and,
with the help of those in the partnership, there were easily
enough volunteers to make a fulfilling events.

One of the best ways to engage in community outreach
is through a water education event for students. This type
of event can last throughout the day, allowing students
to rotate through multiple stations that each relate to a
different aspect of water quality. Not only do these events
educate students, but they also provide an opportunity to
reach out to the rest of the community through bringing
together volunteers from various organizations and
passing on information to parents and others.
On September 12, 2018, Columbia-Montour Sourcewater

Above: Nancy Corbin, District Manager at Columbia
County Conservation District, demonstrating erosion
using a stream table at the 2018 Good Water = Good
Life event

The event included volunteers from both Columbia
and Montour Counties: water suppliers, Conservation
Districts, Fish and Boat Commission, Master Gardeners
Networks, Master Watershed Stewards, local watershed
groups, Bloomsburg University, the Bloomsburg
Children’s Museum, local libraries, PRWA, DEP, and EPA,
among other individuals volunteering their time.
The volunteers set up and ran stations using groundwater
models, Enviroscape models, and stream tables to teach
about water quality, contamination, and treatment. Others
taught about fish ecology, while there were also stations
where children could learn about water through making
natural art or writing haikus. Bloomsburg University’s
46
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drama club has created a series of small plays and songs
to educate the children about drinking water and water
protection, as well, which they have been using each year
since the beginning of the event. These stations and all of
the volunteers allow the children to learn about all aspects
of water in multiple ways, giving them many take-away
points to bring back to their parents and schools.
Each year, the Coalition receives great feedback from
the schools, children, parents, and volunteers. They notify
the local newspaper and news station to cover the event,
receiving feedback from outsiders, as well. This provides
an excellent approach to let others who live in and around
the sourcewater protection know about the event, giving
them an idea of why the event is occurring, and leading
them to learn more about sourcewater protection.

For more information on creating a water education
day in your community or finding your local sourcewater
protection coalition, contact Danielle Roslevich at (814)
574-4249 or droslevich@prwa.com. S

Danielle Roslevich
Sourcewater Protection &
Stormwater Planner
droslevich@prwa.com

Columbia-Montour Sourcewater Protection Coalition
has hosted a series of events for the community outside
of Good Water = Good Life. These include Good Water =
Good Coffee with a local coffee shop, Good Water = Good
Beer with a local brewery, and Good Water = Good Fish
with PA Fish and Boat Commission. In October 2018, they
hosted another event, Good Water = Good Wine. These
events are meant to show the community the importance
of their drinking water through other topics in which they
have interests.
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Cross-Connection Control &
Backflow Prevention Program
We have partnered with Pennsylvania Water Specialties Company (PAWSC) to
provide utilities, municipalities, and privately owned water distribution systems
with the resources to support enforcement of their cross-connection control (CCC)
administration program.

Why do you need a Cross-Connection Control Program?
Become compliant. Protect your Water Supply.
Communicate with Customers
Become Compliant. Under the 1974 Safe Drinking Water Act, the PA DEP requires that customers
eliminate cross-connection or install backflow prevention devices. This regulation applies to
individual homes, businesses, and commercial and industrial establishments. This regulation
requires that backflow prevention devices be tested at least once a year.
Protect your Water Supply. The goal of a cross connection
control program is to protect the public potable water supply
from the possibility of contamination or pollution by
isolating, with its customer’s internal distribution systems,
contaminants or pollutants which could backflow or backsiphon into the public water system. Through education,
inspection and consistent monitoring of compliance,
PAWSC is able to help utilities minimize the risk of
contamination to its customers.
Communicate with Customers. PAWSC offers services
for a complete start-to-finish outsourcing solution. From
sending compliance notices, to tracking final compliance
results for water service providers who wish to maintain
an effective CCC program from their customers and
water supply - but are not able to handle all aspects of
the program. PAWSC Customer Service Representatives
provide centralized administrative support to water providers,
water customers, and backflow technicians.

Services PAWSC can provide:
Administration
Public Awareness
Customer Compliance Mailings
Database Tracking
Record Keeping
Field Technician Training
Certification Tester Training
Auditing of Physical Surveys

Call Brian Preski today to find out how
this program can help you!
(888) 843-7155

800-653-7792 | F: 814-353-9341
138 West Bishop Street, Bellefonte PA 16823
WWW.PRWA.COM
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Stormwater Management
By Mark Gregory
In my last article for Keystone Tap I mentioned there had
not been much in the way of new information in the various
forms of media dealing with stormwater. I believed that
there was a lot of activity that was not being disseminated,
yet a lot of behind the scenes work was occurring.
There definitely has been MUCH activity in the
stormwater area. The reasons I think there is an increase
in activity is the fact that we have had so much rain in
Pennsylvania this year. Just as an example; I have been
tracking rainfall amounts at my home for over 20 years.
I only record the amount for the entire month. With this
in mind I have a rain gauge that will hold eleven inches of
rainfall before it needs to be dumped. This has worked well
for all those years until this year. In August I had to dump
the rain gauge on August 15th. Yes, we had 11 inches of
rainfall by the middle of the month!!
There have been many stories about the flooding damage
across the state this year, many areas being quite devastated
by the impacts. News coverage was extensive and stormwater
management was mentioned as a viable way to prevent some
of the impacts of these wet weather events that we have been
experiencing. When we have tangible, physical examples
of what stormwater can do, we tend to bring it more to the
forefront and react more readily. That has happened due to
our extensive precipitation in 2018.
Also it is an election year and there seems to be more
grant money available to improve stormwater management.
(funny how that works during election years…..)
Many, many groups/coalitions/municipalities were
working on stormwater, developing plans, applying
for grants/loans, forming coalitions, writing guidance
documents, etc.
Here are a few (there are many more) of the activities
that have been occurring:
•
•
•

•

The Pa. Urban and Community Forest Council
has received a grant for $100,000 to install stream
buffers.
DEP has released a guidance document for
developing a countywide action plan for clean water
Wyoming Valley Sanitary Authority has taken
responsibility to be a leader in stormwater
management (a coalition of many local
municipalities)
Lycoming County has published the county’s
Implementation Plan for Chesapeake Bay Tributary
Strategy

•

•

A coalition of several groups in Monroe, Pike, and
Wayne counties launched “Our Pocono Water
Campaign” aimed at protecting exceptional value
designated streams in the three counties.
A state-wide partnership to plant 10 million trees to
clean up Pennsylvania’s streams and rivers.

I have attached a website for the Pa. Environmental Digest.
This is a very informative update on all environmental
issues in Pennsylvania:
http://w w w.paenvironmentdigest.com/newsletter/
default.asp?NewsletterArticleID=43257
The uptick in announced endeavors is a good sign.
We are continuing to move forward with this important
pollution source that needs to be addressed. Stormwater
will continue to need to be managed as we move forward.
Our water supply quality is key to our success in all we wish
to accomplish. It will take some time, but in the long-term,
it will be a very worthwhile and good for all.
Remember, we all live downstream S

Mark Gregory
Stormwater Manager
mgregory@prwa.com
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Throwing My Loop | Feature
Christmas Lights on the Barn
By Dr. Michael Johnson
When was your best Christmas?
remember mine.

I certainly

Like it was yesterday. I had experienced some
rather trying years back then and let’s just say the
“Christmas Spirit” hadn’t been around for some time.
Spent the last few years alone. No gifts exchanged,
no Christmas tree, and no Christmas lights. Then
something happened. The phone rang, and I said…
“Hello?”
“Dr. Johnson? This is Patsy Bolton. Do you
remember me?”
“Certainly I do, Mrs. Bolton.
impressive people.”

I never forget

“Remember when you came to our school and I
bought your audio books for my granddaughter?
I took a deep breath and said to myself, “How could I ever
forget that.”
On that day, Mrs. Bolton, the Superintendent of Sulphur
Springs, Texas ISD had appeared before my booth with an

armload of audio CDs.
“My goodness,” I said. “Why so many? Are you buying
those for the school?”
“No,” she said. “I’m buying them for me granddaughter.
She’s nine years old and she loves audio books. She’s blind,
you see.”
Her words slammed into me like a hollow-point. That was
the moment in my life when I knew what it must feel like to
be shot. The child had “retinoblastoma” and in her case, was
left with a family that had to decide to take her eyes because
of the cancer or let her die.
“We chose life,” said Mrs. Bolton.
And now on this day, Mrs. Bolton continued, “Of course
we have all sorts of presents for Tacey, but when we asked
her what she wanted Santa to bring her, she said, ‘More than
anything else in the world, I wish I could talk to Little Blue
on the phone.’ She has fallen in love with that horse in your
book who speaks so rapidly with his speech impediment that
prevents him from saying “R’s”. So we were wondering if it
might be possible to “hire” Little Blue to give that precious
child a special gift from Santa? Would Blue do that – and
what might he “charge” us?”
"Yes, he would, Mrs. Bolton,” I said. “But let me suggest
something that I think Blue would want to do even more for
no charge. Why don’t you bring that child to our farm and
let her not only talk to Blue…but she could ride him!”
Shortly before their arrival, I had a Christmas tree in the
den and found myself furiously stringing Christmas lights
all over the barn. I was a bit worried when I saw them
coming up the lane to the farm because I didn’t know exactly
what I would do when I met Tacey. She stepped from the
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back seat holding her grandmother’s hand - a beautiful child
not deformed from the illness. And her grandmother said,
“Here’s Michael, dear.” She didn’t say hello, she didn’t giggle,
she just looked so intently at me and said, “You know that
story you wrote about going to the North Pole and roping on
those reindeer with Santa and Mrs. Clause – and how you
rode those reindeer and they were so warm and fuzzy that
you weren’t even cold? You ‘member that?”
“Yes,” I said. “I do.”
“Well,” she said, “I just want to ask you something, and I
want you to tell me true…
was that real?”
I bent down by her pretty face with my mouth close to her
ear and whispered, “Of course it was, you silly child. Do you
think I could make something like that up?”
And to the arena we went where Blue, Shine, and Joe Ben
were saddled and waiting. I lifted her up onto Blue and after
just a moment, I heard something come from inside her. Soft
and low, but I could hear it. It was laughter with joy in it.
And then to my surprise, I heard it again. This time it came
from Blue.
And round and round we went from one end of the arena
to the other, with Tacey laughing all the way. A sunny, crisp,

cold, starched shirt of a winter day. Round and round we
went. Dusk was coming on when they drove away and the
barn lights twinkled on. The thought occurred to me those
lights on the barn gave me such joy, and I told Sherry that.
“Me, too,” she said.
“But it’s funny, you know,” I said. “I put the barn lights up
for Tacey and Blue – but since Blue never goes around to the
front of the barn, he can’t see them. And Tacey…well, she
can’t see them either ‘cause…well, ‘cause she can’t see them.”
"Oh, I think they knew they were there,” Sherry said,
smiling.
Their car lights disappeared from view and we stood there
looking at the Christmas barn lights.
“Boy,” Sherry said. “We got the Christmas Spirt now, don’t
we.” S

Dr. Michael Johnson, Texas
cowboy, award winning author,
and national magazine columnist
has entertained, educated and
inspired audiences from Disney
World to Canada with his flair for
storytelling and talent for humor.
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GIS Mapping
Are your system maps out-of-date?
Are you tired of hunting down various drawings of your
water, wastewater or stormwater system?

PUT ALL YOUR SYSTEM’S INFORMATION
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS BY

GETTING IT MAPPED!

Pennsylvania Rural Water Association is proud to offer a GIS Mapping Program that provides
GIS mapping services to water & wastewater utility systems who are interested in obtaining
accurate maps and geographic data for their water, wastewater or stormwater networks. With
our state of the art equipment and up-to-date technology, we are able to create and tailor maps
for systems with 4 inch accuracy!
Examples of assets you can map...
Distribution Systems

Main Lines, Main Line Valves, Curb
Stops, Meter Pits, Air Release
Valves, Tank Locations, Fire
Hydrants

Stormwater Collection Systems
Main Lines, Inlets, Outfalls,
Manholes, Retention Basin
Boundaries, Detention Basin
Boundaries, Swales, Culverts

What you receive

After consultation and data collection, you will receive:
• A 36” x 48” wall map of the entire system on heavy
duty, rip-resistant paper.
•

An 11” x 17” truck book, a hard vinyl covered
book which includes large scale maps, printed on
reinforecd edge paper, displaying more detail and
accuracy for user-friendly in-field use.

•

All electronic files containing geographic data &
additional attribute data specific to each physical
asset being mapped.

•

PRWA stores all your mapping information, making
it available to you for copies and updates

Collection Systems

Manholes, Grinder Pumps, Pump
Stations, Lamp Holes, Clean Outs,
Tank Locations, Main Lines

CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE
YOUR FREE CONSULTATION!

Michael Emery

O: 800-653-7792 ext 212
C: 814-424-0153
E: MEmery@PRWA.COM

WWW.PRWA.COM/GIS
WINTER 2018
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Utilizing Drone Technology
By Mike Emery
Drones are all the rage right now, and the number of
applications for their use are only going to continue to
expand as the technology continues to evolve and get better.
They range greatly in how much they cost, capability, quality,
flight time etc. and will continue to improve in all of these
areas as time goes on. Of course the more you pay the more
you get.

Flight time / range
Flight time ranges anywhere from 5 minutes to about 60
minutes, again the more you pay usually the more flight
time you get. You can also get additional batteries so you
can replace dead batteries with new ones. The batteries
are usually rechargeable.

Most drones now come with cameras that can do both
pictures and video. Quality of camera again has a lot to
do with price. For $100 - $300 you can get a low resolution
camera that will be okay for recreational use. $800 - $2000
you can get a higher resolution camera that has a gimbal that
can rotate 360 degrees and go up and down 90 degrees and
maybe even some zoom capabilities.
GPS / Return to origin
Many Drones now come GPS enabled so they know where
they are on the Earth. So they will be able to determine
approximate altitude above the earth. This also gives higher
end drones the capacity to fly a preset pattern to cover a certain
area or path. So if you have a certain area where you want to
capture aerial photography, you can tell the drone the area
you want to cover and it will calculate the optimal pattern to
use to cover the area and autonomously do the pattern. The
really cool thing is if the battery gets low it can come back
to the same place it took off, land, allow you to replace the
battery, then return to exactly where it left off in the pattern.
The imagery you capture, since the drone has GPS, can then
be transferred into GIS relatively easily because the imagery
will have some geography (latitude, Longitude for example)
associated with it already from the GPS.
Follow me
Some Drones have a follow me capability. This setting
causes the drone to literally follow you. So you can walk,
run, ride a bike, ride in a car and the drone will follow you
capturing video or images if you want.

Range refers to the range capacity to connect from
your controller to the drone to maintain control of your
drone. If your drone does go too far away from your
position you may loose contact/control with your drone
and may potentially loose the drone permanently. With
some drones you can set a maximum range both altitude
and distance from your current position so this cannot
happen. Other drones are intelligent enough that if
it looses connection it will return to its point of flight
origin/takeoff.
Obstacle avoidance
Some higher end drones have an obstacle avoidance
capability. They have sensors that will warn you if you
are getting close to an obstacle. Some drones only have
sensors on one side and higher end drones will have
sensors all around. This is particularly good if you are
doing a video where your drone is going backwards and
your drone warns you that you are about to fly into a tree/
building behind the drone you are flying.
Non-Commercial vs. Commercial license
To fly a drone recreationally and legally you need to
register your drone through the FAA at a cost of $5.00
and is valid for three years (https://www.faa.gov/uas/
getting_started/registration/). You need to stay away
from airports, you must be over the age of 13, and you
must be a legal US citizen. You can use the B4UFLY app
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from the FAA to see where you can and cannot fly your
drone (https://www.faa.gov/uas/where_to_fly/b4ufly/).
You can also get a Part 107 commercial license. The
commercial license entails taking a 64 question multiple
choice test through the FAA which costs about $150.
Commercial License is valid for two years. After you get
the license you need to follow some rules: you cannot fly
over 400 feet, you cannot be under the age of 13, cannot
fly within a certain distance of an airport (again you can
use the B4UFLY app for this), drone must weigh between
less than 55 pounds, stay below 100 mph, visibility must
be at least 3 miles, drone must be in visible contact at all
times either by you or an observer. There are other rules
but this covers the big ones.
Some practical uses for a drone
Some things you can do with your drone are: Tank
Inspection, calculating quarry volume, and 3D modeling.
You can use a drone to visually inspect a water tank to
look for areas that may need painted or structural repair.
Rather than having a person physically climb up the tank
to do the visual inspection at great risk. Higher end drones
can also take special cameras that look in other spectrums
such as Infra-red. An associate of mine has used his drone
to scout out deer before hunting season using his infrared sensor on his drone. You can also use a LIDAR (Light
Detection And Ranging) sensor to see things in 3D. I
have seen cases where they used LIDAR to calculate the
3D surface of a quarry. Then come back a year later and
do the same thing. Then calculate the amount/volume
of rock removed from the quarry over the past year. You
could also create a 3d Model of a sewer plant using either
LIDAR or imagery. Realtors are using Drones to capture
imagery of properties they are selling. News companies
are using drones to capture images of disasters soon after
they have happened to report to the public. These are just
a few examples….
Drones are still a very new technology that will continue
to evolve and expand in many ways. As time goes on, their
ability to fly longer, farther and with more technology
will make them an even more common sight. They also
enable even the most amateur pilot with a little practice,
to make amazing videos and images from the sky. It is a
technology that is here to stay. S

Michael Emery
GIS Specialist
memery@prwa.com
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2018 Clay Shoot
Winners
1st Place: Jim Balliet
2nd Place: John Clites
3rd Place: John Fredrick
L to R: John Clites, Jim Balliet & John Fredrick

Roger Foor

Winner of the Weatherby
SA-08 Semi-Auto Shotgun

Thanks to our Sponsors!
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Wastewater | Technical
Cross Connection Control & Backflow Preventers - The Weak Link
in Your Water Supply?

By brian j. preski

asse, pa water specialties company
One need not look any further in the news than recent
articles to see the importance of having a proper and
compliant cross connection control administration
program.
Corpus Christi, Texas
Most us began Thursday morning with news of yet another
water supply problem. By lunch time, we knew why: Ergon
Asphalt and Emulsions, Inc. on Up River Road does not
have a backflow preventer. Or, the one they do have, failed.
And so, city officials tell us a couple of chemicals - one of
them, hydrochloric acid - got into our water supply. But 6
Investigates finds backflow preventers are the weak link in
our city’s water supply.
Chicago, Illinois
The city of Chicago told residents in a North Side
neighborhood Thursday to not drink rusty, discolored water
after a nearby car wash’s lack of backflow devices possibly
lead to a contaminated waterline.
Alameda, California
Residents of Alameda, a city near San Francisco, were
warned not to make any bodily contact with their tap water at
one point this month as a result of a water quality problems.
The East Bay Municipal Utility District said problems at its
Alameda Point drinking water system were likely caused by
the “cross-connection” of an irrigation pipe with a drinking
water pipe, The Los Angeles Times reported. The health
advisory impacted “267 homes, and more than 60 businesses
in the Alameda Point neighborhood,” ABC7 News reported.
A cross-connection is any actual or potential connection
between a potable water system and any other source or
system through which it is possible to introduce into the
potable system any substance other than the intended
potable water with which the potable system is supplied.
General progress in the elimination of cross-connections
is gaining ground but, historically, has been very slow. It
required years for various state and local governmental
agencies, Public Utility Commissions and other water,
health and fire insurance representatives to understand that
no direct connection should be made between the potable
water supply system and polluted auxiliary water supplies.
History establishes that it was not until the Chicago amoebic
dysentery outbreak of 1933 that attention was taken and a
KEYSTONE TAP

As a result of the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act
Amendments of 1986 and Title 25 Pennsylvania Safe
Drinking Water Act Regulations at Chapter 109, Section
709, public water purveyors have the responsibility of
providing the public with a safe, potable water supply. This
responsibility includes preventing contaminated water,
or any substances from unapproved or unsafe sources,
from reentering the utility’s potable water system once
the water has been delivered to the customers’ premises.
Pennsylvania’s policy can be found within Section VII
Cross-Connection Control/Backflow Prevention of the
Public Water Supply Manual. (see, http://www.elibrary.
dep.state.pa.us/dsweb/Get/Document-47501/383-3100-111.
pdf).
25 Pa Code Chapter 109, requires all backflow devices for
commercial and industrial customers should be tested at
least annually. Please note that in accordance with Section
109.709(a)(2), failure or refusal to install an approved
backflow prevention device within 90 days shall constitute a
ground for discontinuing water service until such device(s)
have been properly installed.
There are two basic types of cross-connections: a direct
cross-connection and an indirect cross-connection. The
difference between these two types of cross-connections
is relatively simple. A direct cross-connection is subject to
backpressure; an indirect cross-connection is not subject to
backpressure.
Backflow

Cross Connection
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move toward correction of plumbing hazards was identified
as an important part of water delivery systems.
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The term backflow means any unwanted flow of used
or non-potable water or substance from any domestic,
industrial or institutional piping system into the pure,
potable water distribution system. The direction of flow
under these conditions is in the reverse direction from
that intended by the system. Backflow may be caused by
numerous conditions; but, basically the reverse pressure
may be due to either a loss of pressure in the supply main
called backsiphonage, or by the flow from a customer’s
pressurized system through an unprotected crossconnection, which is called backpressure. A reversal of
flow in a distribution main can be created by any change
of system pressure wherein the pressure at the supply point
becomes lower than the pressure at the point of use. When
this happens in an unprotected situation the water at the

Technical | Wastewater
point of use will be siphoned back into the system; thus,
potentially polluting or contaminating the remainder of
the system. It is also possible that the contaminated or
polluted water could continue to backflow into the public
distribution system. To prevent backflow from occurring
at the point of a cross-connection a backflow prevention
assembly must be installed. However, it is important
the backflow prevention assembly match the particular
hydraulic conditions at that location and is suitable to
protect against the degree of hazard present.
Types of Backflow Preventers
There are five distinct types of piping or mechanical
assemblies which are considered to be backflow prevention
assemblies; but, it must be stressed that these are not
all equally acceptable as protection against all types of
hazards. The degree of hazard must be assessed along with
the type of cross-connection present to determine which
type of backflow prevention assembly is most suitable to
the situation.
Conclusion
Simply put, the old adage contained within the “Five P’s”
- proper preparation prevents poor performance - are the
words to live by with respect to cross connection control
and backflow prevention. The essential problem with
backflow is that we often don’t know about it until after it
occurs and reports of discolorations, odd tastes and smells
or sicknesses are often the first inklings that a water system
has experienced a backflow event. At that point the system
is dealing with the consequences of the event. S
About the Author
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Training | Column
PFAS...Again
By Joel Jordan
Conference

g. Explore avenues of funding for remediation efforts.

This is the time of year that I talk about the upcoming
PRWA Conference (March 26-29, 2019 – State College,
PA). We have over 70 training sessions planned on topics
across the water/wastewater/stormwater/sourcewater
protection field. A good way to learn new information
and earn Contact Hours.
PFAS…again…
Last year at this time, I wrote an article introducing
you to PFAS and PFOS (acronyms for Perfluoroalkyl
and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances) and the growing
attention around occurrence of these substances in the
environment, particularly drinking water supplies. The
issue has continued to draw the concern over 2018 from
USEPA, PADEP, PA Legislature and affected citizens. It
has become enough of a concern that Governor Tom Wolf
issued Executive Order 2018-18 (effective 9/19/18) that
forms a “Perfluoroalkyl and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
(PFAS) Action Team” to complete the following tasks:
Functions of the PFAS Action Team.
a. Ensure drinking water is safe. Identify impacted
locations and resources and create and implement
an action plan to assist state and local authorities
and public water systems in delivering safe
drinking water.
b. Manage environmental PFAS contamination.
Develop and implement environmental response
protocols for all positively identified sites.
c. Develop specialized site plans, engaging the public
and other relevant stakeholders, where appropriate.
d. Reduce risks to drinking water and the environment
from firefighting foam and other sources of PFAS.
Identify PFAS uses that are most likely to pose a
risk to human health and the environment, such
as the use of firefighting foam, industrial releases,
carpets, food packaging materials, and other uses.
Develop recommendations and actions that can be
taken to limit or control these and other sources of
PFAS.
e. Develop a clearinghouse of information on PFAS.
Establish a public information site and protocol
to effectively inform and educate the public about
PFAS.
f.
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Establish a standard process for sharing pertinent
information between all members of the Task Force.
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h. Engage with academic institutions and experts in
the fields such as public health and environmental
remediation, among others, when necessary.
PADEP has already initiated investigation into high
risk sites and nearby public water supplies, but lacks the
funding to complete exhaustive statewide monitoring to
determine which water supplies may be impacted and the
risk from these contaminants. (The process of developing
a Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) is very involved
and must be backed by extensive scientific studies. This
means we wouldn’t see an MCL for some time (if, ever)).
A public water supplier (or, private water owner) can
choose to take their own tests, at their cost, to determine
if PFAS/PFOS are present in their water source(s).
PADEP has issued the following list of Pennsylvania
labs certified to test for these chemicals. There are other
certified labs outside of PA. Check PA DEP website for the
most current list.
•

Eurofins Lancaster Laboratories Environmental, LLC
Lancaster, PA
Phone: (717) 656-2300
E-Mail: LancLabsEnv@EurofinsUS.com

•

Pace Analytical Services
Greensburg, PA
Phone: (717) 850-5600
E-Mail: drinkingwater@pacelabs.com

•

Analytical Laboratories, Inc.
Chalfont, PA
Phone: (215) 723-6466
E-Mail: sales@analab.com

PADEP has also developed a webpage for more
information on this developing issue. http://www.dep.
pa.gov/pfcs
We’ll be sure let you know more info, as it becomes
available. S

Joel Jordan
Director of Education
jjordan@prwa.com
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